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Summary
Driving error is a major factor in majority of all traffic accidents. To address this prob­
lem, artificial cognitive systems based on human behaviour and inference of cognitive 
processes need to be developed for drivers safety and assistance in mundane scenarios. 
This research work aims to develop, analyse and demonstrate novel methodologies that 
can be useful for the design of cognitive driver assistance systems.
In this thesis we propose to use a Perception-Action (P-A) learning approach to cognit­
ive systems building for modelling human behaviour. The P-A approach seeks to reduce 
the complexity implicit within conventional environment/ action-planning approaches, 
by mapping actions directly onto the resulting perceptual transitions, mitigating the 
use of intermediate representation and significantly reducing training requirements. As 
a prime strategy, we have decided to use machine learning techniques for building an 
adaptive system which provides descriptions of the driver’s intentional behaviour using 
a psychological P-A model for human intentional modelling: Extended Control Model. 
Due to the (Highway Code) protocol based nature of the research problem, we pro­
pose to use rule-based machine learning algorithms for characterising driver intentions 
(proof-of-concept model evaluation). A development and evaluation dataset comes from 
an instrumented car, comprising perceptual and driver-action/ control inputs.
For in-situ realtime applications, it is important that P-A modelling learning is con­
sidered as an online problem. As such, we propose a novel methodology that utilizes a 
variational calculus approach to optimize an objective function defining system’s pre­
diction error, thus enabling P-A mapping to be treated as an online learning problem 
via gradient descent using partial derivatives. The proposed learning structure per­
forms top-down modulation of low-level perceptual confidences (confidence functions 
of low-level input features) via the Jacobian of the higher levels of a Perception-Action 
hierarchy. Symbolic manipulation of perceptual confidences is carried using fuzzy-logic 
reasoning. A superior performance is achieved by the proposed learning framework 
compared to P-A learning without the top-down modulation. The approach developed 
also permits novel forms of context-dependant multi-level P-A mapping, important 
within the context of an intelligent driver assistance system.
K ey w ords: Perception-Action Modelling, Markov Logic Networks, Fuzzy Reasoning, 
Decision Tree Learning, First-order Logics, Variational Calculus.
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Chapter
Introduction
1.1 M otivation
The growth in the demand for road transport vehicles has been spectacular in recent 
years; freight tonne-km by road in the EU-27 increased by 46.5% and passenger-km by 
car increased by 19.4% in just 11 years, from 1995 to 2006 [97]. This increase is associ­
ated with many problems in terms of road traffic safety which are of practical concern 
for the designers of safety systems. The number of fatalities caused by traffic accidents 
approximates to 1.2 million worldwide; and lack of efficient mitigation techniques could 
result in an increase of about 65% over the next few years [1].
A recent survey on global road accident fatalities explored the fact that road accidents 
will move up to sixth place as a major cause of death by the year 2020 [69]. Furthermore 
research work has demonstrated that drivers play a major role in almost three quarters 
of all traffic accidents [95].
To address this problem it is important to research methodologies for mitigating or 
preventing road traffic accidents. Since real environments are complex in nature and 
there is usually an element of human error involved in the pre-crash phase, there is an 
increasing recognition that the use of systems based on human behaviour and infer­
ence of cognitive processes [54, 55] will be required for practical driving assistance and 
warning systems.
1
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1.2 D escription of Problem
There has been a major advancement towards the design of driving support and assist­
ance systems, most of which take the shape of low-level sensor based warning systems, 
e.g., airbags, automatic cruise control, ABS (antilock braking system), collision de­
tection, navigation systems, voice recognition etc. However the complexity of real 
environments, and the involvement of human (drivers) in the pre-crash phase limit 
the applications of such systems, and therefore suggests the use of intelligent systems 
that have the capability of learning and adapting to mundane driving situations, and 
provide assistance in the event of unexpected driver behaviour. As such it is imperative 
to investigate research methodologies that can effectively model human behaviour and 
predict driver activity in different situations.
Modelling of intelligent behaviour or mental faculties such as those of human (e.g., 
drivers) entailing robust behaviour, including motivation, careful consideration in terms 
of its physical, cognitive and logical correlates, is an innately complicated task [4], 
mainly because of the extent of contextual complexity that exists within the environ­
mental entities that a human driver attends to while achieving a specific goal. One 
solution towards abating the complexity of this problem is offered by a ‘Cognitive Sys­
tem s’ approach towards modelling human behaviour, in that, such systems exhibit 
adaptive, anticipatory and goal directed behaviour capable of extracting and repres­
enting useful aspects of highly complex and redundant information in a form that can 
efficiently model a particular human (driver) activity or high level goal [137].
The research work presented in this thesis aims towards the goal of developing and 
demonstrating a methodology useful for modelling human (driver) behaviour (i.e., char­
acterising driver intentions via cognitive systems modelling utilising low-level feature 
descriptors e.g., eye-gaze, steering angle, signalling (left or right), braking, accelera­
tion etc.). The proposed methodology will be implemented using a number of distinct 
rule-based classification algorithms, with the potential for application to the problem 
of building cognitive driver assistance systems.
1.3. Methodological Approach 3
1.3 M ethodological A pproach
The majority of such cognitive systems are embodied in a real or virtual environment 
in which it is possible to speak of a cognitive agents (i.e., a driver’s) percepts and 
actions. We define percepts as internal descriptors of observable objects (e.g., traffic 
signs, lights, pedestrians, any moving objects, lane boundaries etc.,) and actions as a 
cause of changes in percepts (e.g., eye-gaze, braking, acceleration, steering, signalling 
etc). We also introduce the term intention, i.e., a planned action (anticipatory or 
compensatory) that is to be performed by the embodied cognitive agent (e.g., turning 
left, stopping, junction approach, observe traffic lights etc). The relationship between 
a cognitive agent’s percepts and actions is an important one, and lays a foundation for 
our proposed model of driver behaviour used for classification of driver intentions using 
the modalities of eye-gaze, signalling and driver control input with respect to external 
visual features.
Symbolic 
input/output 
Action output Language
Percept
input Symbolic manipulation 
Language 
Communicatio
Perception 
Action 
mapping
Symbolic 
representation
Spatial / Perceptual / Continuous Symbolic / Language / Discrete
Figure 1.1: Perception Action Model by Granlund [55].
The current research work utilises a Perception-Action (P-A) based model derived from 
psychological research known as the Extended Control Model (ECOM) [66] for classi­
fication of the intentional behaviour of a cognitive agent (i.e., a driver). A key problem 
within the context of cognitive systems building is the extent to which perceptual ad- 
aptivity can occur; in particular, whether it is possible for an agent to update its model 
of the world (using e.g., computer vision techniques) at the same time as adapting its 
perceptual framework (i.e., its mode of representing the world) in a manner appro­
priate to the environment. (In classical approaches, modelling necessarily assumes a
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fixed representational domain). A Perception-Action framework for artificial cognition 
is capable of resolving this issue by directly mapping actions onto the perceptual trans­
itions that they bring about (i.e., ‘action precedes perception’), eliminating the need 
for intermediate representation and significantly reducing training requirements [54]. 
Such a system hence attempts to represent the world in the most efficient manner with 
respect to the ability of the cognitive system to bring about changes in it. This concept 
is further extended in this thesis to hierarchical Perception-Action framework, where 
perceptual changes and the actions that bring about those changes (the perception- 
action mappings) are split into different hierarchical levels of abstraction. This means 
that higher-level (i.e., more abstract) perceptions and actions are grounded through 
the hierarchy, with high-level actions implicitly generating appropriate sub-tasks (mo­
tor orientations etc.,) at the lower level. A key advantage of this architecture from 
an engineering perspective is the reduction in contextual complexity involved with en­
vironmental representation, at different levels of the hierarchy. ECOM suggests that 
such a hierarchical perception-action based hierarchy is employed by humans within a 
driving context.
ECOM hierarchy comprise four layers of perception-action loops, three of which are 
appropriate to our research work: Monitoring, Regulating & Tracking. Tracking level 
behaviour manages the continuous activity undertaken to keep within a specific, discrete 
conceptual configuration or logical state (e.g., car-order within a lane). Regulating 
intentions provide input into the Tracking control-loop in order to perform specific, 
protocol relevant actions (e.g., changing lane). Monitoring level sets objectives and 
activates plans for actions, such as monitoring the condition of the vehicle [66]. In 
this thesis we represent driver intentions in terms of ECOM hierarchy, therefore as a 
convention they might also be referred to as ECOM intentions.
1.4 A im s
The research carried out in this thesis focuses on modelling human driver intentions 
in terms of a Perception-Action based psychological model, i.e., ECOM. The proposed 
model is implemented using a number of distinct generative and discriminative rule-
1.5. Contributions 5
based classification algorithms for classifying driver intentions. In doing so it is im­
portant to reconcile rule based descriptions of a priori road protocols (i.e., the High­
way Code) with low-level feature inputs. Such rule based descriptions can be most 
intuitively defined in terms of crisp first-order logical (FOL) clauses, and processed 
using first-order logical resolution. Thus First-order Logic (Prolog-based), Decision 
Tree Learning, and Markov Logic Networks are employed in structurally distinct ways. 
A comprehensive performance evaluation is carried out for each of these individual 
algorithms against data annotated by expert psychologists, using ground-truth data 
obtained from various pre-recorded road junction traverses. The crisp FOL based 
implementation is then replaced with a framework that is potentially more suitable 
in real-world (online) driving scenarios where detector inputs (low-level features) are 
noisy and sparse. Feature inputs in the online scenario are associated with (real val­
ued) confidence measures (an indication of detector reliability) allowing the use of fuzzy 
first-order logical (FOL) resolution for classifying ECOM intentions. This fuzzy FOL 
based framework further enables the system to predict and respecify detector confidence 
values based on global logical consistency (i.e., to check whether all detector inputs are 
consistent with each other) at the higher-levels of the P-A hierarchy. Quantitative and 
qualitative analysis of this proposed framework is also presented.
1.5 C ontributions
The contributions of this thesis in the area of P-A based modelling of human (driver) 
behaviour is summarised as follows:
1. Proof-of-concept evaluation on ground truth data:
The initial proof-of-concept phase employs expert annotated data. Driver intentionality 
is linked to control and gaze behavior in order that intentional outputs can be classified. 
To do this the ECOM perception-action model is used. In order to link visual data to 
high-level representations (i.e., entities delineated by the ECOM model), an automated 
annotation system is developed, and deployed over a representative range of junction 
scenarios (right turns, left turns, and straight over transitions). Gaze behaviour is
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hence characterised, on a per-frame basis, via vehicles and signs, traffic-light bounding- 
box transitions within the road and driver-view planes. Annotation of intentions and 
sub-intentions of the ECOM model is carried-out manually on a per-frame basis [129, 
130] by psychologists from the Crisis and Risk Research Centre, MINES ParisTech. 
Test/training datasets (low-level detector inputs) were recorded using an instrumented 
test vehicle. Driver, vehicle and situation data consists of: driver eye-tracker data, 
LIDAR (light detection and ranging), external camera view images, speed, acceleration, 
GPS position (of the car), car-signalling, and other control inputs (such as acceleration 
and brake pedals).
The per-frame ground-truth annotation obtained from this data is then extended in 
this thesis to provide a full hierarchy of binary features so that, e.g., gaze attention 
directed at a particular lane also includes the road that contains it, and the junc­
tion that contains the road. Decision-tree learning, Prolog-based first-order logic, and 
Markov Logic Networks (MLN), as well as hybrid (or ensemble) of these algorithms 
are employed to perform per-frame classification of ECOM intentions. In addition to 
providing a deductive approach to ECOM intentional modelling, the system as a whole 
is designed to enable adaptive feedback in two distinct modes: first, the logic system 
has the ability to stabilise and ‘fill in the blanks’ in detector coverage on the basis 
of deductive resolution; i.e., it is capable of instantiating undetected/ poorly-detected 
world-structure predicates to form a globally consistent world model. Second, the logic 
system is intended to have the ability to modify detector confidences on the basis of 
overall global consistency. This gives the system a bootstrap aspect [132, 142] insofar 
as the perception-action hierarchy formed by the detector inputs is capable of modify­
ing the inputs giving rise to it (e.g., by retrospectively labelling a particular detector 
as faulty on the grounds of incompatibility with the remaining detectors, or by rela­
belling a generic sign detector as being of a particular sign type). This work constitutes 
Chapter 3.
2. An Online Adaptive Framework for Perception-Action Learning:
The P-A approach to cognitive systems building innately addresses the complexity as­
sociated with conventional representation of the environment as well as action-planning
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approaches (by directly mapping actions onto the perceptual transitions that they bring 
about and vice versa). There is still, however the complex problem of integrating 
symbolic/sub-symbolic processing in real-time online learning scenarios (contrary to 
the previous offline proof-of-concept P-A based system). Symbolic processing relates to 
the processing of information at the level of words, relations, or meanings. Sub-symbolic 
processing relates to conventional numeric applications (i.e., processing of low-level fea­
tures). One of the major differences between symbolic and sub-symbolic levels is that 
at the sub-symbolic level information maybe fuzzy, uncertain, intermediate and sparse. 
The logic-based higher levels of the P-A hierarchy constitutes the symbolic processing 
(SP) system, whereas the lower feature levels constitute the sub-symbolic system. Dur­
ing the course of this thesis a very general learning framework for cognitive systems is 
set out in which online learning of the P-A (Perception-Action) mapping may be con­
ducted within a symbolic processing context, so that complex contextual reasoning can 
influence the P-A mapping, i.e., in addition to classifying ECOM intentions, lower-level 
uncertain and sparse detector inputs are stabilised, modified, labelled/ relabelled (e.g., 
an unknown traffic sign is associated with a class label “type” on the basis of driver 
intentional behaviour) or even blanked out (on the basis of global logical consistency) 
in real-time online scenarios.
The output of real-time online detectors is sparse and noisy, therefore feature inputs 
from such detectors have an uncertainty measure (a confidence function) associated 
with these (in contrary to ideally perfect binary features used in the previous offline 
experimental scenarios). For the P-A based framework to function properly in such 
a non-ideal environment, the previous Prolog based crisp FOL reasoning module is 
replaced with a deductive module that can efficiently model uncertainty (along with 
first-order logical resolution). Fuzzy logic programming (fuzzy Prolog) is well suited 
to the implementation of methodologies relating to logical reasoning with uncertainty 
[128]. We implement full first-order logical resolution via CLP(R) in CIAO Prolog [136] 
(which is different from compositional fuzzy reasoning), where fuzzy inference takes 
place by assigning membership values to output variables with pre-defined rules and 
membership functions, thereby permitting “Proof-by-refutation” (recursive querying of 
clauses and instantiation of variables with new values using aggregator operators). The
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fuzzy logic based symbolic processing layer is placed ‘on top of’ the low-level features 
layer within the perception-action hierarchy. The SP layer tends to generate a consistent 
world model by classifying driver intentions and stabilising detector inputs (as explained 
before) by fuzzy logical resolution, such that all detector inputs are consistent with each 
other and the logically inferred driver intentions.
In doing so we introduce a general framework that solves the problem of interfacing the 
higher-level symbolic processing layer with the lower feature level of the P-A hierarchy. 
For global logical consistency the framework tends to minimise the difference between 
the SP predicted detector confidences values (i.e., predicted percepts on the basis of 
driver behaviour) and the detector values from lower-level feature inputs (i.e., achieve 
a low prediction error) and at the same time minimise the number of interations re­
quired for this purpose. In order to minimise both of these factors simultaneously, we 
minimise a linear combination of both. This linear combination can be considered as an 
objective function that can be minimised by utilising a variational calculus optimisa­
tion procedure thus permitting online learning of the perception-action mapping. Such 
a framework can be described as a variational framework (i.e., calculus of variations), 
which has already seen extensive applications in modelling computer vision tasks [139]. 
A variational approach is defined by a minimisation problem where the solution lies 
in deriving and solving the so-called Euler-Lagrange equation. The online application 
of the variational framework allows for the possibility of obtaining perception-action 
mappings by gradient descent, constituting an adaptive system that effectively inter­
faces symbolic and sub-symbolic levels of the P-A hierarchy. This interface is evaluated 
in terms of concrete learning scenarios, explained in Chapter 4.
1.6 T hesis Structure
The thesis is structured as follows:
• L ite ra tu re  Review: Chapter 2 introduces a number of key concepts important 
for our research work, i.e., Perception-Action systems, the use of Artificial Cog­
nitive Systems in driving navigation scenarios, psychologically motivated mod­
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els of human (driving) intentions (in particular the Extended Control Model, 
ECOM), discriminative and generative pattern recognition techniques appropri­
ate for learning human intentions, the use of variational calculus, and the issues 
of symbolic and sub-symbolic knowledge representation and learning, and reviews 
the associated state-of-the art.
• C harac teris ing  D river In ten tio n  v ia  H ierarch ical P -A  M odelling: Chapt­
er 3 presents an initial proof-of-concept evaluation of a P-A based cognitive mod­
elling of driver behaviour implemented using three well-known rule-based classific­
ation algorithms, that are capable of classifying driver intentions using low-level 
feature inputs from offline groundtruthed data. An offline adaptive feedback 
mechanism (in simulated failure conditions) is presented. The logic system de­
veloped shows the ability to stabilise detector outputs on the basis of deductive 
resolution, e.g., by retrospectively labelling a particular detector as faulty on the 
the grounds of incompatibility with the remaining detectors on the basis of global 
logical consistency.
• A  Fram ew ork for H ierachical P -A  L earn ing  U tilising  Fuzzy R easoning:
Chapter 4 presents a very general learning framework for cognitive systems in 
which online learning of the P-A mapping may be conducted within a symbolic 
processing context. Utilising a variational calculus approach to minimise an ob­
jective function (low prediction error), the P-A mapping can be treated as an 
online learning problem via gradient descent. This constitutes an adaptive sys­
tem that interfaces the symbolic and sub-symbolic levels of the P-A hierarchy. 
A number of qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the proposed framework 
are also presented.
• Sum m ary  and  F u tu re  W ork: Chapter 5 presents conclusions drawn from the 
research results, along with potential directions for future research in this area.
A description of the datasets used in this thesis and some additional experimental 
results can be found in the appendices.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
The following chapter reviews standard commercially available vehicular assistance sys­
tems, key concepts and techniques utilised by this thesis, including those for human in­
tentional modelling, specifically the psychologically motivated Extended Control Model, 
machine learning techniques for mining human intentions, the issues of symbolic and 
sub-symbolic knowledge representations/learning and also symbol grounding/ tethering.
2.1 C om m ercial Vehicular A ssistance System s
In recent years, a great deal of emphasis has been put towards the design of in-car 
driver assistance equipment comprising road-to-vehicle and inter-vehicle communica­
tion, LIDAR-based forward collision warnings, lane-keeping support and drowsiness 
warning systems etc. The goal of such systems is to prevent traffic congestion and 
accidents. For instance the lane departure warning (LDW) alerts the driver upon un­
intentional lane changes (via visual, audible, or vibration warnings) whereas the lane 
keeping systems (LKS) takes the necessary steps to keep the vehicle in a specific lane 
in the absence of any response from the driver upon warning (e.g., used in Nissan, 
Mercedes and Lexus [138]). Various other intelligent vehicular systems include driver- 
less cars (e.g., Google Driverless Car), Unmanned ground combat vehicles, Intelligent 
Parking Assist System, John Deere Gator, General Motors EN-V etc., [13]. Most of 
these make use of low-level visual input, satellite-based street maps, LIDAR, radar and
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position sensors. However the complexity of the driver’s operating environment and 
the element of human error involvement in the pre-crash phase requires a more robust 
approach towards building a system that is based on human behaviour and inference 
of cognitive processes [54, 55].
2.2 P erception-A ction  M odels o f C ognition
Artificial cognitive systems are distinguished from general machine learning systems 
in that they exhibit adaptive, anticipatory and goal directed behaviour. The majority 
of such systems are embodied in a real or virtual environment in which it is possible 
to speak of a cognitive agents actions and perceptions. The notion of perception and 
actions is defined more formally as follows:
1. P ercep ts  are internal descriptors of observable objects (e.g., traffic lights, signs, 
cars, pedestrian, lane boundaries etc.,) for a cognitive agent.
2. A ctions cause changes in percepts (e.g., eye-gaze, acceleration, steering etc., in 
case of a car driving scenario).
A Perception-Action (P-A) model assumes a bijective relation between a cognitive 
agent’s actions and the perceptual transitions (due to these actions), i.e., actions are 
directly mapped onto changes in percepts, in order to represent the world in the most 
efficient manner with respect to the ability of the cognitive system to bring about 
changes in it. This amounts to an affordance-based model of the environment.
Gibson described embodied agents in terms of affordances, i.e., those possibilities offered 
by objects in the environment which are related to the agent’s motor capabilities [50]. 
An (embodied) cognitive system is therefore expected to expand its knowledge by ac­
quiring and storing information autonomously, effectively adapting and improving by 
reinforcing its understanding of the environment (e.g., by utilising a feedback loop), 
that might comprise active motor experimentation and (generally vision-based) assess­
ment of the results. It should also have a certain degree of malleability and resilience 
towards unexpected events [137].
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Figure 2.1: Classical robotics model [55].
The classical approach towards modelling of the vision system in both artificial and 
human cognitive agents has tended to emphasize the representation of the scene (of­
ten in explicitly geometric terms [54]) prior to calculating actions (Fig. 2.1). The 
described scene is then typically used, in artificial cognitive systems, for assignment of 
the scene objectives and the planning of actions. This model has had some successes 
but fails to adapt to novel situations well. Granlund [54] points out that the classical 
approach of scene abstraction prior to action implementation results in a loss of im­
portant contextual qualifiers of a spatial and temporal nature, on the one hand, and 
an unnecessary degree of perceptual redundancy given the likely scene transitions on 
the other hand. He argues that Perception-Action systems constitute a much more ro­
bust approach, supporting active interpretation of the environment by relating percepts 
changes brought by actions directly to those actions [54].
Action output
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input/output
Language
Percept
Input Symbolic manipulation 
Language 
Communicatio
Perception- m u*
Action
mapping 1*
Symbolic 
representation
Spatial / Perceptual / Continuous Symbolic / Language / Discrete
Figure 2.2: Perception Action Model by Granlund [55].
Thus a cognitive vision system utilising the perception action approach, instead of de­
scribing the scene in terms of physical parameters such as geometry of objects or scenes, 
rather builds up models of structures relating the percept domain to the agent’s actions;
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we may say that ‘action precedes perception’[54]. In Granlund’s model (Fig. 2.2), the 
higher level P-A modules implicitly derive symbolic representations from the lower-level 
modules by applying an appropriate degree of abstraction and decontextualisation.
P-A modelling approach has found a number of different applications over the years. 
Antonisse et al. [5] used task-based subsumptive hierarchies to comprise a vertical 
Perception-Control-Action structure for the construction of efficient and robust field 
robots. Roy [121] proposed a theoretical framework for grounding language that uses 
the P-A cycle to provide a bridge between sensory/motor action and words/speech acts. 
Corrochano and Lasenby [9] argued for the relevance of geometric algebra as a tool for 
the design and implementation of real-time Perception-Action systems, enabling the 
fusion of computer vision, neural computation and robotics. A recent application of 
layered hierarchical perception-action systems demonstrated continuous learning by ex­
ploration and adaptation [41]. Ellis et al [37] used action precedes perception paradigm 
for the discovery of visual entities salient to a given autonomous action of an agent and 
utilising them for imitating learned behaviour, Franchak et al. [45] found that the 
effects of action feedback on perceptual judgements was to significantly increase ac­
curacy of judgements, [112] argues that linking actions to percepts using mappings 
learned via autonomous exploratory learning can be more advantageous in complex 
vision applications.
2.3 C ognitive B ootstrapping
Cognitive bootstrapping is the unsupervised learning approach towards perception- 
action mapping, which extends the idea of P-A modelling towards a cognitive agent’s 
ability to autonomously update its perceived environmental model in consistency with 
perceptual changes. In cognitive bootstrapping the system initially comes across en­
tirely unknown P-A mappings, which are learned via random actions greedily labelled 
with corresponding percepts, and then generalizing the resulting perceptual domain for 
the possibility of novel actions. P-A mapping initially begins with simple perceptual 
abilities used for structuring a basic action domain. This in turn, is used to generalise 
the perceptual domain to suggest novel action possibilities [132]. This continual pro­
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cess of learning novel P-A mappings for previously detected perceptual states builds 
up a hierarchy of perceptual states (coupled with the corresponding action states), i.e., 
every given percept is linked by an action or a set of actions (at any level) thus lim­
iting the perceptual domain to entities that are relevant to that specific level of the 
hierarchy. [132] has experimentally demonstrated that Cognitive bootstrapping has a 
linear increase in computational requirements in response to increasing learning task 
complexity in unconstrained environments.
2.4 M odelling o f H um an Intentions
Machine Learning has been applied to driving by understanding and modelling of hu­
man (driver) intentions [124]. Analysis of eye-gaze and head movements in coordination 
with driver’s behaviour (across road junctions) has been a matter of interest for more 
then a decade [86]. Recently Doshi and Trivedi [33] predicted driver intention during 
lane changing using eye gaze and head dynamics to reduce driving fatalities due to 
driver’s inattention. Aoude et al. [6] uses support vector machines for driving inten­
tion prediction at road intersections in order to minimize the risk of collision. [10] 
proposes a novel driving-support system that computes warning strategies based on a 
comparison between captured manoeuvres appropriate to the computed model of an 
environment and the driver’s behaviour by checking for consistency between the two.
2.5 Hierarchical P -A  M odelling o f Intentions
Hierarchical modelling techniques have long been implicated in designing artificial cog­
nitive systems [143] in order to address problems with classical control system theory 
(comprising a series of functional units [14]) when applied to artificial cognitive sys­
tems. Brooks described a more robust and flexible robot control system build using 
subsumptive task based hierarchical layers of asynchronous modules [14, 17]. Here, 
each layer or module corresponds to a simple computational unit, with higher layers 
subsuming the roles of lower layers by inhibiting their corresponding outputs [14, 17]. 
Collectively they form a Subsumption Hierarchy. In [15], behaviours are the building
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blocks of the system and functionality is emergent (in contrast to the classical approach 
of considering functionality as the building block, with behaviour as the emergent qual­
ity). Research work presented in this thesis assumes the existence of a subsumptive 
hierarchy model in determining the distinct layers of the perception-action network 
present in human driving intentions with corresponding observables given in terms of 
behaviour (i.e., actions) and gaze attention (standing in for perceptions). A hierarch­
ical Perception-Action framework splits the perception-action mappings into different 
hierarchical levels of abstraction. Higher-level (i.e., more abstract) perceptions and 
actions are grounded through the hierarchy, with the actions at the higher levels of the 
hierarchy implicitly generating appropriate sub-tasks (motor orientations etc.,) at the 
lower level.
However, Brook’s work was focused on finite state machines, the alternative proposed 
here is that of a layered system with explicit P-A inputs and output at each stage 
of the system. The result is thus an embodied system that uses the ‘action-precedes- 
perception paradigm’ [53]. This concept has also recently been extended to continuous 
learning by exploration and adaptation [41]. We describe this concept in terms of Rao’s 
[117] approach towards addressing the issue of modelling an external environment in a 
visual system, i.e., he proposed a statistical interpretation of visual systems based on 
the assumption that the task of visual perception (vision being a dynamic process) is 
to optimally estimate (predict) future states (top-down expectations) of an observed 
(bottom-up signals) dynamic environment.
2.6 T he E xtended  Control M odel
The perception-action model selected for human intentional modelling in the current 
thesis is the psychologically-motivated Extended Control Model (ECOM) model [66]. 
ECOM describes human cognitive performance in terms of four distinct (but simultan­
eous) layers of control (i.e., reactive type, proactive, and some are a hybrid of both). 
The actual number of these layers is insignificant as long as it is sufficient enough to 
describe, analyse and model actual performance of the system [66]. The number of 
loops described in the current work are sufficient to describe human performance in car
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driving scenarios.
ECOM comprises four layers of control (i.e., Tracking, Regulating, Monitoring, and 
Targeting), three of these are appropriate to the current investigation: Monitoring, 
Regulating & Tracking. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the four concurrent control loops of the 
ECOM. Being a perception-action methodology, ECOM assumes that the saliency of 
perceptual states depends upon the agents actions and uses this as the basis for mod­
elling the environment. At the highest three levels of the ECOM hierarchy, actions 
are abstract and protocol-governed in a way that can be modelled via first-order logic. 
Tracking level behaviour, on the other hand, is the lowest level in the ECOM hierarchy 
and describes the immediate responses of an agent to external perceptions in order to 
maintain the current state e.g., maintaining a central trajectory within a lane.
2.6.1 T argeting
Targeting level behaviour is related to driver’s route planning and navigation. It relates 
to a planned destination of the driver. Hierarchically it may result in sub-goals or activ­
ities at the lower levels (i.e., at regulating and tracking), e.g., in case of time shortage,
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the driver might change his/her driving behaviour in order to reduce the separation 
distance (e.g., by accelerating, over-taking other vehicles or change of original driving 
route).
N o te  that we don’t use the Targeting level, given that the experimental dataset does 
not comprise any route planning or navigational instructions to the driver.
2.6 .2  M onitoring
Monitoring level behaviour (being the highest of the three relevant levels of the ECOM 
hierarchy) in the car-driving case tends to keep a track of all the traffic signs and signals 
as well as road vehicle orientation and positions; it also sets objectives and activates 
plans for actions, such as monitoring the condition of the vehicle. Note that at the 
higher levels of the ECOM hierarchy, actions are abstract and protocol-governed (i.e., 
based on Highway Code rules).
2.6 .3  R egu la tin g
Regulating intentions provide input into the Tracking control-loop in order to perform 
specific, protocol relevant actions, (e.g., changing lane, positioning of a car relative to 
other objects on the road, or avoiding obstacles). The Regulating control level directs 
the tracking control level by providing it with new goals or tasks.
2 .6 .4  Tracking
Tracking level behaviour is the lowest level in the ECOM hierarchy and describes the 
immediate responses of an agent to external perceptions in order to maintain the current 
state. It effectively manages the continuous activity undertaken to keep the vehicle 
within a specific, discrete conceptual configuration or logical state (e.g., car-order within 
a lane). From a drivers perspective this manifests itself as minor modifications of car 
speed, direction of car, intended distance from the car in front/back, and lateral position 
within the road. In the case of an experienced driver these actions are predominantly 
a matter of physical reflex without high-level conscious attention.
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In the following, these hierarchical ECOM levels will serve as an anchor for building 
up a symbolic logical model of human intentions mapping percepts onto actions. It 
is a symbol grounding problem to link the three protocol-based levels of the a priori 
ECOM model (supplemented by the legally-specified highway driving rules) to the 
lower-level ‘tracking’ information provided to us by ground tru th  annotation of visual 
primitives observable through the car windscreen in conjunction with captured in-situ 
eye movements and control inputs from the driver.
2.7 Sym bol G rounding and Sym bol Tethering
2 .7 .1  T h e S ym bol G rounding P rob lem
Symbol grounding relates to the concept of reconciling symbols to their meanings, which 
extends further to the problem of consciousness, i.e., giving meaning to mental states 
[61]. The symbol grounding problem is generally recognised within the domains of cog­
nitive modelling in the form of a well-known cognitive theory called computationalism, 
(according to which, cognitive or thought process is considered a form of computation), 
and less so in Machine Learning [61]. It is similar to the classical problem of infin­
ite regress (in an external sense); i.e., how can meanings of symbols be grounded in 
terms of less meaningful symbols? A symbol system (i.e., a system that can ground, 
use and manipulate symbols) does not actually ground exact meanings to symbols but 
rather manipulate symbols based on certain rules. Thus symbols have to be grounded 
in something else in addition to further symbols and symbol manipulations, i.e., they 
have to be grounded such that there is a direct connection between the symbols and 
their objects [61].
Typically computer vision is carried out in a stochastic context; where an effort has 
been made to include deductive and inductive logical systems (refer to 2.8), these 
systems must reconcile top-down abstract logical deductions (higher-order symbolic 
representations) with bottom-up (lower-level pre-symbolic sensory) computer vision and 
control feature inputs. We can potentially find a solution to this problem using symbol 
tethering.
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2.7 .2  Sym bol T ethering
The traditional concept of symbol grounding is necessarily restrictive in that all high- 
level concepts have to be grounded in terms of explicitly defined pre-existing concepts. 
Symbol tethering [133] is a more recent variant of symbol grounding that reduces com­
plexity in a sparser deductive context.
Symbol TetheringSymbol Grounding
F ig u re  2.4: In symbol grounding every symbol gets its meaning bottom -up from sensory-motor 
information. Symbol tethering associates a symbol with its meaning via its position in a rich 
theory, formally expressed such tha t a logical conclusion can be drawn in a formal way [133].
A coarse grained illustration of the distinction between the two concepts is shown 
in Fig. 2.4. In the current thesis, we will address this concept of symbol tethering 
(in Sloman’s sense [133]) using first-order logical syntax (e.g.,conjunction, disjunction, 
predicate instantiation, horn clauses etc). A set of well defined axioms and a priori 
first-order logical rules is used to define a class of models, which are used for semantic 
labelling of feature clusters (i.e., reconciling low-level feature inputs with the known 
behavioural protocols). We will demonstrate that the system (based on first-order fuzzy 
logic resolution) is able to update predicates and their confidences in a P-A mapping 
context by carrying out semantic attachment of unknown traffic sign/light labels from 
a detector to their functional meanings by reconciling driver behaviour with the input 
percepts.
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2.8 Logical Techniques A ppropriate for th e  Im plem enta­
tion  o f Protocol-based  Task Subsum ption M odels
One of our main problems is to classify (human driver) intentional behaviour with 
respect to the ECOM model and a priori legal driving protocols by utilising driver 
gaze and control inputs. We must thus link protocol-based structures (describable in 
terms of first-order logic) to low-level features.
2.8 .1  F irst-order Logical (reso lu tion ) T h eorem  P rovin g
Several strategies are apparent in machine learning for achieving this goal. One such 
approach is the production of a generative logic module relating to driver knowledge. In 
the following, this will be implemented declaratively by first-order deductive resolution 
theorem-proving in Prolog, with rules and clauses based on the UK Highway Code in 
addition to the ECOM model. The concept of logic as a representational language was 
founded by Green [56], Kowalski [80] and Hayes [62] along with further advancement 
such as, the theory of automatic deduction and constructive logic [46]. Kowalski and 
Colmerauer [80, 81, 135] transformed first-order logic into a deductive logic program­
ming platform known as Prolog [26]. Deductive logic or deductive reasoning within 
Prolog constructs or evaluates arguments by assuming that the tru th  of conclusion 
follows from the premises via the use of a resolution theorem prover acting on horn 
clauses (i.e., proof by refutation) [27].
First-order logic (FOL) inherently comprises an ontological commitment about the 
existence of facts, objects, and relations whereas epistemologically it commits to (i.e., 
knowledge about these things) either true, false or unknown.
First-order logic syntax may comprise:
• C onstan ts: terms or domain objects (e.g., Airplane, 15, London)
• Functions: terms having arguments with values returned as objects (e.g., Mul- 
tiplyby, Sqrtof, Dividedby)
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• Variables: terms scoped over constants (e.g., x,y,z)
• Predicates: a function that maps object arguments as True or Flase (e.g., 
Capital_of(London,UK); ‘CapitaLof’ is the property, ‘London’ and ‘UK’ are the 
objects having the property)
• Atom ic formula: individual predicates (e.g., Boy (Sam))
• Literals: atomic formulas or their negation (e.g., -Boy(Louise))
• Logical connectives: used for combining predicates (e.g., A, V, =>,<=>)
• Quantifiers: specifies the quantity of objects in the domain of discourse (e.g.,
3,V)
These constitute a well formed formula (WFF), such as:
\/x\/y(Is-car(x) A Is-junction{y) A Position.at(x,y)
=4> Driver-intentionix^Navigate-Junction)) (2.1)
A WFF comprising variables within the scope of the corresponding quantifier is a 
sentence, such as 2.1.
Resolution Theorem Proving is a proof theoretic method for proving theorems in First- 
order Logic (FOL) [120]. It uses some important principles such as; converting FOL 
sentences to conjunctive normal form (CNF), asserting the negation of goal clause, 
finally showing that this assertion leads to a contradiction (i.e., proof by refutation). 
In order to select the correct pairs of logical clauses to resolve a goal, some popular 
search strategies usually employed are:
• Breadth first strategy: This search strategy tries to resolve all possible pairs 
of initial clauses, followed by level-wise resolution of all the remaining unresolved 
clauses using the initially resolved set.
• D epth first strategy: This search strategy tries to iteratively resolve an initial 
clause by diving down level-wise continually generating child clauses from the 
most recently resolved parent clause with backtracking on failure. This is most 
commonly performed by Prolog.
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• Set-of-support strategy: This refutation process comprises at least one clause 
which is either the negated goal clause or at least one parent of each resolvent 
among the clauses resulting from the negation of the goal. This steers the search 
towards a contradiction.
• Unit-preference strategy: Preference is given to clauses with the smallest 
number of literals, specifically units (i.e., clauses that contain only one literal). 
Thus the theorem prover attempts to resolve units against units, i.e., resolving 
the smallest possible resolvent clause.
We resolve an example using proof by refutation. Consider the following clauses;
1. Vx(Position-at(x, InboundJane) A Steering(x, LeftTTurri) => At.junction(x))
2. Vx\/y(ApplyJ)rakes(x)\/ Indicator-Left(x) Position-at(x,y))
3. -^ApplyJ)rakes{Car) A Indicator-Le f t  (Car)
4. Vx(IndicatorJLeft(x) => Steering(x, LeftJTurn))
5. (Goal) At-junction(Car)
the Goal (5) can be proved using Resolution. The first step is to convert the clauses to 
CNF, removing universal quantifiers, perform skolemization (i.e., removing existential 
quantifiers from clauses, and replacing them with skolem functions) for any existential 
quantifiers followed by distributing A over V,
1. -^Position-at(x, InboundJane) V -iSteering(x, LeftJTurn) V At-junction(x)
2. (-'ApplyJ)rakes(x) V Positionnât(x,y)) A 
(-'Indicator-Left(x )  V Position-at(x, y))
3. -i Apply-brakes (Car) A Indicator-Le ft(C ar)
4. -'Indicator-Left(x )  V Steering(x, Left-Turn)
5. (Goal) At-junction(Car)
setting clauses as a set of disjunctions of literals and standardising variables apart 
(renaming variables to remove any redundancy in multiple clauses), proof-by-refutation
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follows the assertion of Negation of the Goal (5),
1. ->Position-at(xl, InboundJane) V ->Steering(xl, LeftJTurn) V At-junction(xl)
2. (a) ->ApplyJbrakes(x2) V PositionJit{x2,yT)
2. (&) -iIndicator-Left(x3) V Position-at(x3,y2)
3. (a) -iApplyJbrakes(Car)
3. (6) Indicator-Le ft(C ar)
4. ^Indicator-Left(xT) V Steering{x4:,LeftJrurn)
5. -*At-junction(Car)
(using a depth first strategy) the resolution of clauses continues until False is derived, 
as follows (pairs of clauses to be resolved, and variables instantiations are shown on the 
right-hand-side of the arrow);
6. -iPosition-at(Car, InboundJane) V Steering (Car, LeftJTurn) 4—1,5 ( ^ " )
7. ->Position-at(Car, InboundJane) V -^Indicator-Left(Car) 4— 6 , 4  ( ^ ~ )
8. -'Position-at(Car, InboundJane) <— 7,3(5)
9 . in d ic a to r  X e f t i C a r )  <- 8, 2(6) InbJ ndJaJ
10. False 4 -  9,3(6) (Discrepancy)
Resolution theorem-proving, however, is error intolerant; a single contradiction amongst 
predicates allows any proposition to be provable, potentially limiting its application 
when predication is supplied by potentially fallible detectors (the extent to which this 
applies in our case, with predication supplied by ground truth computer vision prim­
itives and control inputs, is thus a key subject of investigation). We present a brief 
discussion covering some of the recent applications of first-order logic within the sci­
entific research community.
FOL is found to be quite successful as an efficient platform of knowledge reasoning, 
query languages (e.g., SQL, QBE), and language parsing, yielding a crucial advantage 
when large amounts of data is involved [57]. Geneiatakis et al [47] introduced a novel 
security model for VoIP services utilising first-order logical concepts in order to analyse 
logged VoIP data. Elfaki et al [36] found the use of first-order logic comparitively
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simple, intuitive and expressive for modelling the issue of variability within the domain 
of Software Product Line in contrary to other techniques i.e., Feature Model (FM), 
Unified Modeling Language (UML), or Orthogonal Variability Model (OVM). Halpern 
et al. [58] have used first-order logic for representation formalism and reasoning of 
policies with high degree of expressivity and amenability, [145] discusses the use of 
predicate logic for modelling a methodology that evaluates a manufacturing process. 
All of these applications exploit the simplicity, intuitiveness and power of expressivity 
of first order logic in order to model a symbolic system.
2.8 .2  L ogical In du ction
Inductive logic or inductive reasoning involves inferring a general conclusion from a 
set of specific facts or examples. [101] defines Inductive Logic Learning, i.e., Inductive 
Logic Programming (ILP), a hybrid of machine learning and logic programming, and 
as such, is considered to be better then prepositional learning systems [119]. Inductive 
inference can be considered as the inverse of deduction [102].
A popular ILP system is PROGOL described in [100]. Rule learning in PROGOL is 
carried out using a sequential covering algorithm from a user specified hypothesis space 
covering the examples. The user specifies which predicates are to be used in the heads 
and bodies of learnt rules as well their arguments types and formats [119]. In [102] 
Muggleton describes the use of mode-directed inverse entailment in PROGOL for full 
induction of first-order logical clauses. Hogg et al [94, 108] discuss the idea of using 
unsupervised learning techniques for inference of temporal protocols or rules involved 
in object and agent interactions arising from a continuous sensor input by using a 
PROGOL inductive logic programming system. The generated model can be used in 
a semi-natural way to drive a synthetic model in its interaction with the world. ILP 
systems are useful in cases where data cannot be represented propositionally, however, 
there are certain applications where prepositional representation is possible. In such 
cases prepositional logic learning is relatively preferred [119].
Prepositional (‘zeroth’-order) logical induction is only capable of inducing and verify­
ing logical statements, as in contrast to higher-order logic that can actually represent
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proofs. Most propositional logical induction algorithms that perform on discrete data 
comprise simple tests, i.e., R j(X )  < Lj, where Rj is a logical predicate function, such 
that R j{X )  -> {F ,T}. A popular propositional logic induction algorithm is the CN2 
algorithm; a hybrid of IDS (Interactive Dichotomizer 3), with the efficiency and ability 
to manage noisy data, and the AQ (Acquisition algorithm) family using a exible search 
strategy originally invented by Clark and Niblett [25] in 1989. It has the advantage of 
having a search mechanism not restricted to rules consistent with the training data, but 
can manage search through a larger space of inconsistent rules with the ability of being 
very noise tolerant as compared to the AQ algorithm [25]. The current thesis simpli­
fies the complexity in human intentional modelling by using task-based subsumption 
hierarchy (as discussed before) thus allowing the use of a relatively simpler, ‘zeroth’ 
order logical induction algorithm in the form of the Decision Trees induction algorithm 
proposed in 1986 by Quinlan [115]. Decision tree learning also has the advantage in 
having higher human readability and intuitiveness with little effort required for data 
(numerical and categorical) preparation, robustness and higher processing speed even 
with larger datasets.
Decision trees discretise the decision space so as to explicitly avoid overlaps of clas­
sification regions, with classification of data performed in a hierarchical manner by 
partitioning the feature space recursively into nodes (i.e., features) that terminate on 
leaves (i.e., class labels). The choice of the best split is based on the smallest impur­
ity criterion (among all possible predictors) by computing the Information gain from 
parent nodes to child nodes using an impurity measure (e.g., Gini impurity), resulting 
in structured induced rules sharing antecedents. Each induced rule defines a specific 
portion of the feature space where it is true, usually expressed by a conjunction of 
logical predicate functions:
If A A f iv J X j  J  TH EN Class(X) = Ck (2.2)
Although decision tree algorithm potentially results in suboptimal tree structures be­
cause of its greedy hill-climbing optimisation; nevertheless it generates rules that are 
simple, interpretable and accurate in many different applications [34]. Over-fitting is 
usually a problem with decision trees, however it can be addressed either by reducing
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the size of the tree via pruning or using decision forests [52, 64, 65] instead.
Decision trees are implicitly discriminative, rather than generative, potentially giving 
improved performance when training data is sparse. Rule-based classification applica­
tions using decision trees algorithms have gained sufficient popularity in scientific and 
medical research [2]. Nakauchi et al. [107] have used ID4 (Interactive Dichotomizer 4) 
algorithm to learn decision trees from feature inputs in an experimental environment 
comprising sensors for recording human behaviours, later used to classify (and infer) 
human intentions. In [31], a decision tree approach based on C5.0 algorithm is used to 
predict smoker’s quit intention by using statistical data comprising attribute features 
based on demographics, warning labels, and smoker’s beliefs. [24] investigates the use 
of decision tree learning and neural networks in order to build models that could help 
predict the severity of driver’s injury via analysing traffic accidents. In [63, 73, 92, 110], 
authors have discussed the use of decision tree-based classification algorithms for ana­
lysing and modelling human behaviours for various scientific applications.
2 .8 .3  M arkov Logic N etw orks
At the generative level, a state-of-the-art approach for accommodating imprecision in 
logical clauses is Markov Logic Networks (MLN) [118]. A Markov Logic Network is 
an amalgam of first-order logic and probabilistic graphical models, Markov Networks, 
(also known as Markov random fields) that treats first-order logic clauses in probabilistic 
terms. Markov Logic Networks relax the boundaries of strict first-order logic clauses 
such that, while all unsatisfiable formulas have a zero probability, the set of all entailed 
formulas have a maximum probability of 1 [118]; each logical formula is thus provided 
with a weight (usually a real number) in relation to a knowledge base of simultaneously 
asserted predicates.
A Markov logic network L is formally defined as a set of pairs (Fi,Wi), where Fi is a 
first-order logical formula and Wi is a real number that defines the weight of Fi. Given 
a finite set of constants C, a Markov network consists of a single binary node for 
each possible grounding of each predicate appearing in L, and one grounded feature 
per formula Fi in L, which has a value of 1 for a true ground formula, and 0 otherwise.
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The weight of the feature is W{ [118].
The set of constants C and the MLN predicates define the set of variables X  (i.e., set 
of ground atoms) of the ground Markov network. The edges of the Markov Network 
are defined by the existence of the logical connectives used to construct the formulae. 
Each formula thus constitutes a clique in the Ground Markov Network, with all given 
formulae associated with a given atom constituting its Markov blanket. Once trained, 
the MLN specifies a probability distribution over the set of possible worlds Q (i.e., sets 
of truth values for each ground atom in X) by building a Gibbs measure and partition 
function as follows [71]:
P {X  = x ) = 1- .  exp ( y >  ■ n iW )  =  g t x E C t w )  (2'3)
'  '  a'eQ
where rii(x) defines the number of true groundings of the ith formula in possible world x
(a relational database i.e., training dataset comprising ground atoms or ground feature
predicates) and the inner sums are defined over the indices of MLN formulas. The outer
sum is over all possible relational databases x'. 
x ’eQ
• W eight Learning: The weights of a logical formula specify the degree to which 
it is satisfied by a set of evidence predicates. MLN weights can either be learned 
generatively or discriminatively. In generative mode, weight learning is carried out 
by maximizing the log-likelihood of a relational database (i.e., Equation 2.3) [71]. 
The maximum is found using the (Box-constrained Limited-Memory Broyden- 
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) method [93]),
log Pu;(X = x) = m(x) -  y ^ P w(X : x') = rii(xf) (2.4)
1 x'
L-BFGS technique is based on second-order quadratic-convergence with fast con­
vergence towards optimum. Sets of training examples (“possible worlds”) are 
converted into feature predicates and added to a relational database that acts as 
a training dataset.
• S tru c tu re  Learning: An MLN structure comprises weighted logical formulas 
and clauses, which, in principle can be learned from a relational knowledge base
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(KB) similar to standard ILP (inductive logic programming). However, in con­
trary to ILP (where a first-order KB is hard constrained), MLN structures are soft 
constrained where a world that violates a single formula causes it to be less prob­
able rather than impossible (as in the former case) [78]. Learning of structures 
can be initiated from an empty network or a given KB, however, adding all unit 
clauses (single predicates) before initiating structure learning is found to be useful, 
in that, it allows the longer clauses to focus towards modelling predicate depend­
encies [78, 118]. MLN structure learning can involve different search strategies 
(e.g., shortest-first search when accuracy is important, beam search in case of 
speed concerns [78]), evaluation measures (e.g., pseudo-likelihood measure [118], 
weighted pseudo-log-likelihood [78]), clause-construction operators, and various 
speed-up methods ([32, 78]). The numerical optimization methodology used 
in MLN strucutre learning (Box-constrained Limited-Memory Broyden-Fletcher- 
Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) method) has faster convergence (usually in just a few 
iterations).
• Inference: Inference in Markov logic on the instantiated network is very much 
similar to the standard inference method in Markov networks, i.e., to find the 
stationary distribution of the system, or something closer. Since Markov logic 
differs from standard Markov network in the sense that the vertices of the graph 
in Markov networks are the ground atoms of an interpretation in Markov lo­
gic, therefore, stationary distribution in MLN indicates the probability of the 
truth value (i.e., True or False) of each ground atom. MLN inference is an am­
algam of probabilistic methods, logical inference, satisfiability and resolution. 
This provides us with a possibility to answer probabilistic queries using standard 
Markov nework inference methods (i.e., Gibbs sampling, belief propagation, or 
approximation via pseudolikelihood). A basic inference in Markov logic (given 
the stationary distribution) seeks to determine the probability of the state of the 
world y given some evidence x, (given that x  is the set of literals) [118].
In this thesis we use MLNs both to learn the weight distribution and also for the
inference of a priori logical clauses relating to the ECOM intentional states.
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In recent years, various authors have proposed the use of Markov Logic Networks for ma­
chine learning problems specifically those concerned with sporadic and noisy features. 
Tran et al [134] used Markov Logic Networks for event modelling and recognition in 
visual surveillance to cater for the challenging issue of noisy (missing) feature inputs. 
Some authors have found the use of Markov Logic Networks intrinsically useful for in­
formation extraction specifically in the sense of [49] for extracting useful text from news 
articles, or alternatively for the extraction of structured data from web pages [125]. In 
[87], a framework based on Markov Logic Networks is proposed enabling a robot to 
distinguish individuals by modelling distinctive features learned via human-robot in­
teraction (with a certain level of uncertainty attached to each piece of information). 
MLNs have rapidly gained importance in the modelling of human actions and activities 
[87], leading towards applications for learning human intentions from visual features, 
suggesting that MLNs are an efficient modelling platform for driving safety systems.
2 .8 .4  Fuzzy F irst-order Logic (Fuzzy T heorem  Proving)
Fuzzy logic is the logic applicable to fuzzy sets, i.e. sets for which there are degrees of 
membership. This is usually formulated in terms of a membership function valued in 
the real unit interval [0, 1]. Various fuzzy logics are possible within this framework; 
membership functions (and therefore truth values) can be single values, intervals or 
even sets of intervals within the unit interval [0, 1]. Fuzzy logic programming is well 
suited to the application of methodologies relating to reasoning with uncertainty [128].
The propagation of truth values through logic rules is carried by means of operat­
ors. This subsumes conjunctive operators (T-norms; min, prod etc) and disjunctive 
operators (T-conorms; max, sum, etc) as well as hybrid operators (combinations of 
the previous operators) [136]. In particular, the T-norm (triangular norm) is a binary 
operation on the unit interval [0,1], i.e., a function of the form: [0,1] x [0,1] =4> [0,1], 
equivalent to classical conjunction for the integer truth values 0 and 1 [30]L
1 T-norms can be continuous or discontinuous. For each discontinuity point in a discontinuous T- 
norm function, either the left or right limit can be selected as the value for this point (since T-norms 
have implicit monotonicity). The usual approach in literature is to select left-continuous T-norms ([72] 
and [3]). A type of right-continuous Archimedian T-norm is known as the drastic T-norm, which is the
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The implication operator can consequently be constructed as a residuum of the T-norm. 
Thus there is a unique binary operation => on [0,1] such that:
Note that V  represents a continuous T-norm that can be Lukasiewicz T-norm ( jQ x  — 
maæ(0 , 7  + x — 1), Product T-norm ( 7  • x) i.e., ordinary product of real numbers, or 
Godel T-norm ( 7  A z  =  m m (7 , x)).
Schweizer and Sklar [127] introduced the concept of Triangular norms and conorms 
(or T-norms, T-conorms) for modelling distances in probabilistic metric spaces. The 
general definitions of T-norms and T-conorms are as follows [131]:
D efinition (T -norm ) : the mapping,
(x=> y) = sup{ 7  I 7  * z  < %/} (2.5)
thus, V(%,2/ ,7 ) 6  [0,1],
(x = ïy )  = I iff x < y  and ( 1  =>%/) =  p (2 .6)
T : [ 0 , l ] x [ 0 , l ] = * [ 0 , l ] (2.7)
is defined as a T-norm iff T  satisfies the following:
Monotonicity: T (x ,y )  <  T (x ',y ') iî x  < x' and y < y ' 
Associativity: T (x ,T (y ,z ))  = T (T (x ,y ) ,z ) ,V x ,y ,z  6  [0 , 1 ] 
Symmetry: T (x ,y ) = T (y ,x ) ,V x ,y  G [0,1]
One identity: T(x, 1 ) = x,\fx  £ [0 , 1 ]
D efinition (T -conorm ): the mapping,
K  : [0 , 1 ] x [0 , 1 ] =^> [0 , 1] (2 .8)
point-wise smallest T-norm [29]. In the thesis we use the product T-norm as the generic aggregator 
(logical connective) operator for the CIAO Prolog based symbolic processing module (which is implicitly 
continuous); discontinuous T-norms are beyond the scope of the current work.
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is defined as a T-conorm iff K  satisfies the following:
Monotonicity: K (x ,y ) < K (x f,y') iî x < x ' and y < y '
Associativity: K (x ,K (y :z)) = K (K (x ,y ), z ) ,V x ,y ,z  6 [0,1]
Symmetry: K (x ,y ) = K (y ,x ) ,\fx ,y  G [0,1]
Zero identity: K (x, 0) = x,\/x  G [0,1]
From the definitions above, it follows that, if T  is a T-norm, then T-conorm K  can be 
derived from T  mathematically as:
#(%,%/) =  1 - T ( 1 - 2 , 1 - % / )  (2.9)
Various sub-categories of t-norms have gained usable popularity within the domain of 
fuzzy logic theorem proving. Some of these are namely; minimum t-norm (Tmin(x, y) = 
m in{x,y}), product t-norm (Tprod{x,y) = x  • y), Lukasiewicz t-norm (Tiuk(x,y) =  
max{0, a + b — 1}) etc. Similarly we have sub-categories of t-conorms; maximum t- 
conorm (A-max(x,y) = max(x,y)), probabilistic sum (L sum(x,y) = x  + y -  x ■ y), 
bounded sum (_!_/%&(#,2/) — min{ 2  +  y, 1}) etc.
Fuzzy logic thus allows for the representation of clauses as the implication of a head 
predicate with respect to a conjunct of body literals. Modus ponens arguments can thus 
be formalised within FL; however the rule of resolution is not strictly axiomatisable 
in multi-valued logic without either additional structure to the tru th  values, or else 
limitations on the permissible depth of resolution.
The ability to represent clauses has lead to the widespread use of fuzzy logic specifically 
focused within the domain of control theory/systems and their applications over the 
past few decades [18, 22, 84, 85, 88, 91, 111, 113, 146]. However, perhaps because of 
the above issues, what is generally not considered in such applications is declarative 
fuzzy logic, such that arbitrary queries can be addressed to the logic system. This sort 
of flexibility, however, is precisely what is required in a domain such as cognitive driver 
assistance, where generalized rules may lead to highly complex context-dependant con­
ditionalities. Neither compositional fuzzy reasoning nor fuzzy rule interpolation [21] 
allow for resolution theorem-proving ie first-order logical deduction with instantiation,
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such as is required to deduce possible outcomes of particular traffic configurations (such 
approaches do not perform ‘symbolic manipulation’ in any cognitive sense).
We implement our rule-based system within Ciao Prolog [136], which extends standard 
ISO-Prolog by incorporating constraint logic programming, CLP(R), [70] to accom­
modate fuzzy-valued logic. (A number of other approaches to declarative querying 
with fuzzy logic are possible, but generally these modify the resolution process in fun­
damental ways, making them potentially more difficult to debug for large rule-bases) 
[103, 106]. Hernandez et al. [99, 105] designed a flexible architecture based on fuzzy 
reasoning (as a cognitive layer) to devise strategies for soccer players (in RoboCupSoccer 
[19]) similar to anthropomorphic thought process. The system used Fuzzy Prolog to 
represent unsophisticated rules close to human reasoning.
First-order fuzzy theorem-proving can potentially enable a system to accommodate de­
tector confidence information as well as stochastic variation in detector reports from 
low-level sensory inputs, and stabilize it appropriately. We explore this idea and pro­
pose a framework enabling seamless integration of symbolic and sub-symbolic levels for 
composite learning that can be used for completing and stabilizing sparse detector In­
put (a bottom-up process), incorporating context priors into the detections (a top-down 
process), and on-line semantic/appearance-label association (a top-down process) e.g., 
disambiguating traffic sign types via driver’s behaviour of stopping or accelerating in 
the presence or absence of a car.
2.9 Variational A pproaches to  C om putational M odelling
One key discussion in this thesis comprises our solution to problem of interfacing the 
higher-level symbolic processing layer with the lower feature level of the Perception- 
Action hierarchy enabling the system to perform online learning (i.e., an adaptive sys­
tem). We propose a framework that formalises the difference between the predicted 
outputs of the higher-level symbolic layer (predicted percepts) and lower-level feature 
inputs (observed percepts) in the form of an objective function that has to be minim­
ised. Such a minimisation problem is categorised as a variational approach where the 
solution lies in deriving and solving the so-called Euler-Lagrange equation.
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The Euler methodology defines the principle of least action and Lagrangian mechanics 
in succinct mathematical terms. In general, the Euler Lagrange equation defines the 
necessary boundary condition in the form of a differential equation that is to be satisfied 
by the extremal curve of a function that is of the form (Equation 2.10) [44], comprising 
smooth curves joining two fixed points (see Figure 2.5).
F ly(x ) ] =  f  /(%/(%),Z/(z),z)dz (2.10)Ja
y(a)
F ig u r e  2.5: Possible paths joining the two fixed points (a,y(a)) and (b,y(b)).
The function F  is called a functional in order to distinguish it from ordinary real-valued 
functions whose arguments comprise ordinary variables. In Lagrangian mechanics ac­
tion (i.e., time integral of the Lagrangian over the trajectory) maps trajectories to real 
numbers, where trajectories are functions because they map time to position and ve­
locity, therefore action maps functions to real numbers. Functions that map functions 
to real numbers are called functionals. Function /  is an ordinary function comprising 
the arguments x, y and y' [44]. The simplest optimisation problem follows the process 
of finding an extremum of F , given that;
C[ab] = {y{x ) | 2/ : [o, 6] H- R, x has a continuous first derivative on [a, 6]}, let the
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domain of F  be , and /  have continuous partial derivatives of x ,y  and y'. 
If F  has an extremum at y(x), then y(x) satisfies the equation:
This equation is called the Euler-Lagmnge Equation.
An important part of this thesis is to add adaptation to the learning P-A system as 
described in [41]. P-A mapping in a single layered system using cognitive bootstrapping 
as in [41] can only take place in an offline scenario. A real online environment requires 
continuous improvement of previous non-perfect (P-A) mappings by varying actions 
and replacing them with updated associations via adaptation. Adaptation requires 
top-down control and hence can be made possible by adding extra layers to the P-A 
system in [41]. The hierarchical layered P-A system comprising top-down feedback as 
discussed in the current thesis is similar to the hierarchical visual processing model 
by Rao et al. [116]. However in contrary to the cited work which merely discusses 
perception, our work considers action-precedes-perception paradigm [53]. An important 
part of the multi-layered approach to P-A learning comprises the fuzzy logic symbolic 
processing level placed ‘on top of’ the lower-level feature inputs immediately in the 
Perception-Action hierarchy. The goal of each layer is then to achieve a low prediction 
error (i.e., the lower the prediction error, the better are the systems predictions about 
percepts caused by its actions) and at the same time to update the internal state as 
little as possible (the second condition has also been partly discussed in [117]) (in logic 
terms, these two conditions equate to the maintaining of a self-consistent world model, 
that retains its consistency with the acquisition of new percepts). A key theoretical 
development enabling this is the multiplicative separability of the Jacobian inherent in 
the objective function of each layer. This multiplicative separability carries through 
to the set of Euler-Lagrange equations derived from the objective function, so that, in 
effect, the logic level acts to modulate the minimisation of the objective function.
Euler-Lagrange equations are widely used in areas that employ the principle of least 
action, such as, classical mechanics (e.g., problems involving newton’s laws) [59], Ein- 
steinian relativity; Motion and conservation laws [60], electromagnetism, (e.g., charged
=  0, x  € [a, b\. (2.11)
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particle motion), ray optics (Fermat’s principle) [43], quantum mechanics (e.g., Feyn­
man’s sum over path theory) [42], numerical methods (e.g., boundary value problems) 
[147], and electromechanical devices [11] etc.
2.10 Conclusions
This chapter comprised a literature survey of some of the key concepts and techniques 
related to this thesis. We introduced the ‘Perception-Action’ based cognitive systems 
approach towards human behavioural modelling. Based on this we discussed a psycho­
logical model (i.e., the Extended Control Model) that assumes the existence of such a 
P-A based hierarchy within human driving behaviour. We also introduced high-level 
concepts related to our research problem, such as symbol grounding and symbol teth­
ering. We discussed three rule-based classification algorithms (i.e., first-order logic, 
decision tree learning, Markov Logic Networks, and fuzzy first-order logic) which will 
be addressed in Chapter 3 comprising an initial proof-of-concept evaluation of the pro­
posed methodology. We finally discuss the utilization of a variational calculus approach 
to current research problem in order to extend the applicability of the proposed meth­
odology to in-situ online learning and adaptation, this constitutes Chapter 4 of this 
thesis.
Chapter
Characterising Driver Intention via 
Hierarchical Perception-Action Modelling
In this chapter we seek a mechanism for the classification of the intentional beha­
viour of a cognitive agent, specifically a driver, in terms of a psychologically motivated 
Perception-Action (P-A) model, such that the resulting system would be potentially 
suitable for use in intelligent driver assistance.
P-A models of human intentional behaviour assumes that a cognitive agent’s perceptual 
domain is learned in response to the outcome of the agent’s actions rather than vice 
versa. In this way, the perceptual domain is maintained at an appropriate level of 
complexity in relation to the agent’s embodied motor capabilities, greatly simplifying 
visual processing. A hierarchical Perception-Action model thus further the subsumptive 
task-based hierarchicality implicit within human actions by assuming that a parallel 
subsumption occurs within the perceptual domain (so that e.g., the perceptual entities 
‘road’ and ‘lane’ correspond to different task levels).
This model enables us to characterise intentions at each level of the P-A hierarchy 
for a range of junction traversing scenarios using a hierarchy of perceptual descriptors 
derived from the UK Highway Code and their correlation with driver gaze behaviour 
recorded by an eye tracker. The problem of classification is one of reconciling high-level 
protocols with low-level features.
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We evaluate generative and discriminative logic-based methods for carrying out this 
classification based on the control, signal and motor inputs of an instrumented vehicle 
equipped with a forward camera and driver eye tracker. These include Markov Logic 
Networks (MLNs), Decision Trees and Declarative first-order resolution (Prolog) as 
well as hybrid approaches. We find that generative models give superior intentional 
classification performance due to the strongly-protocol driven nature of the driving 
environment.
3.1 Introduction
There is an increasing recognition that the use of approaches based on human beha­
viour and inference of cognitive processes will be required for practical driver assistance 
systems since real environments are complex in nature, and human drivers play a major 
role in almost three quarters of all traffic accidents [95]. The objective of this work is 
thus to propose a methodology based on a Perception-Action (P-A) model to charac­
terise human (driver) intentions in a manner appropriate to the design of a cognitive 
driver assistance system and implement the proposed methodology using three distinct 
rule-based classification algorithms. We define our notion of percepts and actions as 
well as other key terms as follows:
• P e rcep ts  are internal descriptors of observable objects (e.g., traffic signs, lights, 
pedestrians, are moving objects, lane boundaries etc.,) for an embodied cognitive 
agent.
• A ctions are eye-gaze, braking, acceleration, steering, signalling etc., and cause 
changes in percepts.
• In ten tio n  is a planned action (anticipatory or compensatory) that is to be per­
formed by the embodied agent (e.g., turning left, stopping, junction approach 
etc.,).
We use the principle of B ijec tiv ity  in order to link percepts to actions such that an 
action brings about a unique transition from one percept to another.
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Being embodied in an environment, it is possible to consider human cognition in terms 
of the relationship between actions and perceptions [28]. In classical approaches to mod­
elling behaviour, a fixed representational domain is assumed; however, a perception- 
action (P-A) framework for cognition [54] implicitly assumes that a bijectivity exists 
between actions and perceptual-transitions. In the P-A model there is hence an at­
tempt to represent the world in the most efficient manner with respect to the ability of 
the cognitive system to bring about changes in it (amounting to an ajffordance-based 
modelling of the environment [104]). This bijectivity is with respect to all potential 
actions, so novel exploratory actions can be proposed and tested against the predicted 
perceptual outcome.
Novel percepts are created and appended in a bottom-up manner when novel actions 
are proposed that subsume a set of existing actions, therefore generating a correspond­
ing hierarchy of percepts [142]. The implicit hierarchicality within the actions and 
percepts space where higher level actions and percepts subsume those at lower level 
is very similar to Brook’s subsumption architecture described in Section 2.5. Inten­
tional behaviour is thus typically characterised by a particular high-level perceptual 
goal that requires a series of sub-tasks to be carried out, each with their own lower- 
level perceptual goals. Higher-level (i.e., more abstract) perceptions and actions are 
grounded (in the sense of Harnad [61]) through the hierarchy, with high-level actions 
implicitly generating appropriate contextualisation (motor orientation sub-tasks etc.,) 
at the lower levels, so that conceptualisation of actions at the higher level involves an 
autonomous scheduling of perception-action sub-tasks throughout the hierarchy [132]. 
In the following, we model a particular realisation of the P-A hierarchy assumed to 
operate in humans, termed the Extended Control Model (ECOM), which derives from 
psychological research [66] (refer to Section 2.6 for detailed discussion about ECOM) 
in the context of driving.
The aim of this research work is thus to find an appropriate mechanism for identifying 
the various levels of activity of these intentional task hierarchies by recognising the 
relevant percepts and actions employed by drivers in negotiating typical junction scen­
arios. (Junction scenarios are chosen so as to give full scope for this task-subsumption 
to become evident; evaluation is carried out with respect to expert annotation). This
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requires a car equipped with both eye-tracking and a forward camera, as well as the 
ability to log control and signal inputs, in order to obtain an indication of the relevant 
intentional behaviour over time.
The problem is thus one of intention classification with respect to captured data, la­
belled via expert annotation as regards the intentional hierarchy. Since, at the higher 
levels, percepts are at a relatively low level of contextual complexity, a hierarchical 
perception-action system is also a symbol grounding system [61], such that the higher 
levels are concerned with abstract symbol manipulation. (A key feature of P-A frame­
work is that there is no a priori requirement for global consistency in scene description 
at the lowest-level, only consistency through the hierarchy). Classification can therefore 
be approached from both a stochastic and deductive perspective, or a mixture of the 
two.
The following work will set out to qualify which of these approaches is most appropriate 
to modelling human P-A hierarchies in the context of driving, with the potential for 
application to the problem of building cognitive driver assistance systems.
3.2 Experim ental O bjectives
The current work aims to classify human (driver) intentions with respect to a pri­
ori environmental protocols by assuming the existence of a driver Perception-Action 
hierarchy. ECOM is used for collating human driving strategies in formalised, protocol- 
expressible-terms, in terms of visually-perceivable entities of the appropriate hierarch­
ical level (e.g., lane boundaries, traffic light states). The classification system must 
thus address the symbol grounding problem [61] involved in linking the a priori ECOM 
structures to low-level features such as computer vision, eye gaze, and control inputs.
We examine two principle experimental models, the generative and the discriminative, 
in seeking to reconcile the logical nature of the ECOM protocols with stochastic input. 
We use Prolog as a generative first-order logical modelling system and decision trees as 
the discriminative logical modelling system. We compare these with Markov Logic Net­
works (in a variety of learning configurations), as an alternative method for reconciling
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first-order logic with uncertain predication. We finally evaluate a hybrid framework for 
combining stochastic decision-tree learning with the generative structure of first-order 
resolution theorem proving in Prolog.
3.3 E xperim ental D ata  C ollection and Feature Selection
3.3 .1  D a ta  R ecord ing
Training and test data were recorded (and provided) by Autoliv Development AB, 
(Sverige) using a sensor-equipped vehicle driven around Stockholm, (Sweden), by a 
single driver in the absence of additional passengers, driver instructions and navigation 
equipment (route planning), with least biasing driver assumptions (e.g., ‘drive around 
town’). The collected data consists of low level features including eye-gaze location 
(captured from an array of eye-trackers with Gaze angle, Head rotation of ±110°, and 
Head position with millimetre precision), control features (i.e., steering angle, braking 
and acceleration), external video scene capture using three cameras (180° panoramic 
view), (20 Hz sweep) LIDAR1, and (20 Hz) DGPS coordinates of the experimental 
vehicle (Fig. 3.1). Data is converted into predicates and then split into test/training 
sets for processing.
The test/training dataset used for current experiments is a subset of the original driving 
data. It consists of six micro-annotated cross-road traversing scenarios, with two cases 
each of left-turning, right-turning, and straight-over behavioural scenarios, deemed 
suitable for the current work due to the absence of defects/ artefacts in the visual 
domain with provision of a good data-quality show-case for the Monitoring, Regulating 
and Tracking intentions of the ECOM control model, along with their conditional logic 
dependences on environmental entities such as traffic lights and signs. They constitute 
a total of 3278 frames (per frame image size of 244 x 900, at 15 fps sampling) of data for 
which bounding boxes and intentional labelling is obtained (Fig. 3.2). The six scenarios 
collectively constitute a super-set from which, in principle, all forms of configuration-
1 LIDAR stands for Light Detection and Ranging: The principle of LIDAR detection system is 
similar to a radar, but uses light from a laser instead of radio waves.
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1 8 0 °  p a n o ra m ic  v ie w  
(3 c a m e r a s ) G aze p o s i t io n
LIDAR (Light D e te c t io n  And  
Ranging)
F ig u re  3.1: Autoliv experimental car (equipped with sensors, detectors and cameras) for data 
recording.
changing road traversal behaviours can be derived (e.g., T-junction traverses, rotary 
‘round-about’ traverses, etc).
Ground-truthing is carried at the “Monitoring, Regulating and Tracking” levels of 
ECOM in order to capture the interaction between Highway Code-relevant entities and 
driver intentions. The “Tracking” level of ECOM is not itself directly annotatable 
in this fashion since percepts are not typically singular objects; however, due to its 
hierarchical linkage with the other levels, it still has the potential to be tractable to 
classification by virtue of its dependence on the control features (i.e., steering, braking 
and acceleration).
3.3 .2  G round Truth A n n ota tion  o f Junction  D ata
The main objective regarding the visual footage annotation is to map the ECOM model 
[66] onto the Highway Code-relevant entities along with per-frame Monitoring, Regu­
lating and Tracking level ground-truth information derived from gaze (refer to Section 
2.6 for a brief explanation of various ECOM levels). A category distinction implicit 
within the video annotation of the junction scenarios is that of ‘ground-plane’ versus 
‘view-plane’ scene description. The positions of entities (i.e., depth of entities) in the
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-n o te  in -roadp lane tracking 
ic track ing-box  is defined relative 
to lane minkers
-  lane areas are CLO SED  POLYGONS 
in  ro ad p ln n c
F ig u re  3.2: Ideally-complete set of Highway Code-relevant detection of junction entities within 
camera frame.
‘view-plane’, such as, signs and lights, are not of intentional significance; the important 
fact is that they can be seen and related to certain road lanes. On the other hand indic­
ator entities, such as road-arrows and lane-markers are intrinsically positional relative 
to the world, and their outlines are considered as bounded with respect to the ground 
plane (refer to Fig. 3.2). The distinction between these categories will enable the direct 
coupling of computer vision entities with cognitive intentionality (deduced via control 
and signal inputs, as well as gaze-behaviour) in accordance coinciding with the ECOM 
intentional/ control model [66] as discussed before. Gaze behaviour is characterised, 
on a per-frame basis, using key-entity(e.g., sign, traffic light) bounding-box transitions 
within both the ground-plane and view-planes. Manual placement of bounding boxes 
is used for per-frame annotation of mobile (i.e., cars, pedestrians) and stationary (i.e., 
signs, lights) ground plane entities and indicators. However the propagation of junction 
topologies and zones throughout the video footage for establishing correlations with the 
gaze direction has to be treated differently, therefore an intrinsically 3D approach is re­
quired for reliable ground-plane bounding box-propagation. This process is elaborated 
as follows.
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3.3 .3  P ro jectiv e  G round-P lane Tracking
The propagation of key ground-plane entities utilises the LIDAR capability of the 
instrumented car, and involves five different stages:
1. Temporally aggregate LIDAR data to give an approximate delineation of junction- 
outlines within inner-urban (city) areas (Fig. 3.3).
2. Histogram and drift correct aggregate LIDAR data to further distinguish road 
outline and differentiate it from traffic trajectory noise (Fig. 3.4).
3. We carry out Canny edge detection on the aggregate LIDAR data [8 ] and a Hough 
transform H (r, 6) is then computed via the edge point mapping:
r (0) =  xo • cos 0 +  2/o • sin 6 (3.1)
where r, 0 are the Hough transform parameters [1 2 ], (r represents the distance 
between the line and the origin, while 0  is the angle of the vector from the origin 
to the closest point ((xo,yo))).
A Hough Transform histogram [7, 35] with high angular suppression is used to 
obtain predominating road vectors, i.e., we obtain a Canny edge detected image 
such that non-zero intensity values with coordinates (%o,2/o) in the image plane 
constitute the Hough intensity H (r,6). A selection criterion is applied to the 
peaks in H(r, 0) to identify the top two line candidates (i.e., highest density bins) 
subject to the constraint that they are > 30° apart in the 0 ordinal i.e., (This is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.5):
{(ri,0 i), (r2 , 0 2 )} : argmax Lf(ri, 0i) +  Lf(r2 , 0 2 ) s.t. |0i -  02| > 30° (3.2)
ri,0i,r2,02
4. A junction topology (Fig. 3.6) and pedestrian-crossing/lane structure is fitted 
to { (r i,0 i), (r2 , 0 2 )} on the basis of a priori knowledge of their absolute number 
(Fig. 3.7).
5. An approximate view-plane transformation matrix is applied for projecting the 
junction topology into screen frame for further small-scale adjustments of car- 
height/camera orientation etc., (Fig. 3.8).
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F ig u r e  3.3: Temporal aggregation of LIDAR data.
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F ig u re  3.4: Histogram and drift correction applied to aggregated LIDAR data.
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F ig u re  3.5: Predominating road vectors outlined via Hough Transform histogram.
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F ig u r e  3.6: Fitting the junction topology onto the predominating road vectors.
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F ig u re  3.7: Fitting pedestrian-crossing and lane structure.
F ig u re  3.8: Projection of junction topology into screen frame (with driver’s eye-gaze position).
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The outputs of this process are the per-frame gaze occupancies of the projected junction- 
lane bounding boxes on the driver’s view plane, supplemented by the per-frame gaze 
occupancies of the image-plane objects. This data set is available online2.
3.3 .4  E xp ert A n n ota tion  o f In tentional S ta tes
ECOM levels consist of mutually exclusive intentional classes; however, different levels 
may be simultaneously active (this form of hierarchical relation is evident to a certain 
extent by the implicit hierarchical structure of the Highway Code-relevant entities e.g., 
junction —> road —> lane).
■'-1 ■" , ff
00 1
Pedestrian PREDICATES:
object (w ith  0l_n,00_n,U_n,L0_n,RI_n, 
path OI_n (n = 1,2)
trajectory) P a th (0 ll,0 0 1 ) = .True.
Path(Oll,Oll) = .False. 
O ther car —etc...
objects Lane_location (Exp_car,DI 1)
(w ith  = •^rue ‘
position)
O ther cars path options
OPPOSITE
ROAD
ILEFT ROAD Experimental car path options
RIGHT ROAD
Lanes numbering from centre 
(gives path continuity e.g. 
Dl_n -> OI_n)
Traffic lights
I C i J
DRIVER’S ROAD
1
° * m m O
Traffic signs
0 0 . 1 11 . vf
OUTBOUND LANES (O) INBOUND LANES (I)
Experimental car position (Approach, 
Neutral Area, or Exit Road)
Ju n c tio n  labelling  is re la tiv e  
to  E x p erim en ta l c a r  d riv e r
F ig u re  3.9: Cross-Road Junction predicates
For each of these six scenarios (refer to Section 3.3.1), per-frame driver’s visual scene 
annotation (as well first-order logical clause formation) is carried out by four individu-
2http://www.diplecs.eu/data/dataset_ecom.zip/view
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als separately (comprising two psychologists from the Crisis and Risk Research Centre, 
MINES ParisTech, and two with engineering expertise) in terms of the ECOM beha­
viours (Fig. 3.11) that are observed (refer to Fig. 3.10 for a full listing of annotation 
states). Because of the size limitation on the actual dataset the over all variation 
is negligible. In case of a larger dataset the annotation process might spread over a 
larger number of individuals, increasing the chances of substantial variability over in­
dividual annotations (as such, inter-rater reliability study might become inevitable) or 
an algorithmic annotation and logic-clause formation might prove to be useful.
In conjunction with the annotation gaze behaviour with respect to bounding boxes of 
key objects for each frame, this labelling serves as a coarse-grained characterisation of 
the driver’s behaviour on a per-frame basis using high-level entities deemed relevant by 
the Highway Code (i.e., traffic lights, lights states, pedestrians, cars, traffic signs, lanes, 
road-dividers etc). Lower level features are provided by the control inputs and raw gaze 
positions. The total data set thus consists of High-level features +  Low-level features, 
along with the labels First ECOM Level state, Second ECOM Level state, ..., Fifth 
ECOM Level state. The classification problem is thus one of mapping the high and low 
level features onto the intentional labels. (N ote: ECOM is used here as the conceptual 
basis to formulate the ‘driver intention hierarchy’, which, of necessity, subdivides the 
original monitoring level into two).
In building the classification data-set, all the relevant hierarchical relations are included 
as far as possible in the feature space (Fig. 3.9). This allows the stochastic pattern- 
recognition approach of decision trees to have a feature space potentially rich enough 
to mimic the deductive potential of generative first-order logic approaches. We thus ex­
pand the initial set of bounding box gaze occupancies so that a full hierarchy of binary 
features is generated, consisting of junction, road, and lane bounding boxes (i.e., such 
that the notion of subsumption is implicit within the hierarchy). Thus, lanes at a junc­
tion are characterised as belonging to the set {ROn, R In , LOn, L in , DOn, D in , OOn, 
OIri}, where n is a number between 1 and the total number of lanes of the road 
(R=right, L=left, D=driver’s side, O—opposite side; I/O  =  inbound/outbound lane). 
Consequently road sides (i.e., inbound/outbound sides of the road) are characterised 
as belonging to the set: {R O ,R I,L O ,L I, D O ,D I,0 0 ,0 1 } ,  with roads as a whole
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Driver Intention Hierarchy ECOM Hierarchy
Level-1
' N avigate  Junction
Level-2
Turn Left 
Turn Right 
Go Straight On
Level-3
Junction Approach  
Traverse Neutral Area  
Exit Junction
Level-4
Wait for Light to  C hange G reen  
S low  for Red Light 
Wait for Clear Exit Trajectory  
A pproach  Junction w ith o u t  S top p in g  
C ontin ue Traverse
Level-5
A sse s s  Traffic w h i le  S to p p e d  at Lights
A sse s s  Lights
A sse ss  Exit w h i le  S to p p e d
Follow  Car in Front
A sse s s  Traffic w h i le  Traversing
A sse s s  Traffic w h i le  Exiting
A sse ss  Traffic w h i le  A pproaching
Check Exit w h i le  M oving
Check Lights
TARGETING
M O NITO RING
M O NITORING
REGULATING
TRACKING
F ig u re  3 .10: Hierarchical levels of intentional annotation states.
belonging to the set: {R, L, D, O] (thus, in general, subsumptive relations are manifes­
ted via ordinal subset relations). We also include generalized velocity descriptors such 
as ‘driver-ward’, ‘left-ward’, etc., that subsume the tracking-level orientation-based 
descriptors, allowing for the possibility of more coarse-grained Highway Code-relevant 
velocity relations to be captured by the classification process.
Thus the complete set of features (i.e., a feature vector) comprise 594 descriptors (refer 
to Section A.1.4) for each frame of data (refer to Fig. 3.12), with the per-frame in-
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IMPLEMENTATION OF HIERARCHICAL ECOM INTENTIONAL MODEL
Task Environmental
Condition
Driver Perceptual 
Condition
Turn Right At T junction  OR a t X-Road Identified Junction 
e tc  e tc
Ordered Sub 
Tasks
Turn Left At T junction  OR a t X-Road Identified Junction 1. Stop
2. Set Indicator
3. Do:
a) Attain 
Higher 
Speed
b) Turn
5. Stop
6. Attain h igher 
sp eed
7. G et in lane
Environmental
Condition
Red light ahead
If no  In-lane d irection 
signs
Sub task  1. has taken  
place Car has n o t yet 
reach ed  sp e ed  of any 
vehicle in fron t (Tracking 
sub-sub  task)
If traversed  lane will n o t 
be c lear during 
m anoeuvre
Sub task  5. has taken  
place AND trav ersed  lane 
will be  clear during 
m anoeuvre
If over th resh o ld  of left 
hand  road
Driver Perceptual 
Condition
S p o tted  red light
No In-lane signs 
sp o tte d
In tentionally
s to p p ed
Has looked left
Has seen  car in 
trav ersed  lane
Intentionally
s to p p ed
F ig u re  3.11: Illustration of psychological characterisation of the ECOM model.
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F ig u re  3 .12: Feature-vector characterisation of the ECOM model.
tentional annotations constituting the classes to be learned. Salient features added 
to the vectorised buffer at the start of the junction traverse are asserted to be glob­
ally (logically) true throughout the junction traverse, these constitute the temporalised 
features.
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3.4 H um an-Intention C lassification Strategies
3.4 .1  D ecision  Tree Learning
The ECOM hierarchy is defined such that individual intentions are mutually temporally 
exclusive; individual levels, however, are simultaneously operative. Formally, it can be 
stated that the classification of ECOM intentions is the simultaneous categorization of 
the unique item il within each level (given a feature vector X); i.e., it is a mapping 
problem of the form:
VI, X  il : i = argmax {p(jl \X)} (3.3)
3
A robust and locally self-consistent inference system is expected to have the ability of 
accepting potentially inconsistent information at any arbitrary level of the hierarchy. 
Ideally it requires the determination of intentional class attribution down to the lowest 
level of the hierarchy (where, in general, consistency is likely to be the weakest). Using 
the maximally populated hierarchical domain of relational feature descriptors above, 
ECOM-like behaviours can be determined using standard statistical pattern-recognition 
techniques (i.e., decision tree learners in the current approach). The ECOM  intentional 
states thus serve as per-frame class labels for sets of binarised features. A decision- 
tree learning algorithm [1 2 2 ] based on Gini impurity is used for classification on the 
basis of its readily-interpretable results (rule induction using decision tree algorithms 
[74] has the characteristic of direct translatability into logical clauses). Gini impurity 
measures the degree of impurity in a given dataset comprising multiple class labels,
i.e., it measures the probability of a randomly chosen element to be incorrectly labelled 
given a subset of randomly distributed class labels.
Given an observation dataset and the associated class labels, decision trees are learned 
by binary recursive partitioning of the sample space into nodes (i.e., features) that ter­
minate on leaves (i.e., class labels). The choice of the best split is based on the smallest 
impurity criterion (among all possible predictors) by computing the Information gain 
from parent nodes to child nodes using an impurity measure, e.g., Gini impurity. In 
general, if % is the frequency of class label i (ECOM intention) in the observation
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dataset D  (training set), also known as the parent set, then for n  class labels the Gini 
impurity GD is given by:
GD =  ^ 2 %(1 ~ Qi) — 1 ~  ^ 3  9? (3.4)
i=l z=l
The observation dataset is partitioned according to indicator values for each specific 
feature, rr, within the feature vector, with Gini impurity computed for each indicator 
value of the feature x.
The criterion for partitioning is Information gain, I(x), computed in terms of impurity 
degrees of the parent set D  and the weighted summation of impurity degrees of each 
feature value within the subset, with weights based on the frequency /  of each feature 
value in D.
I(x) = Gd -  ^ ( ( / x l f e  =  m)G<s-l'=*=m>) (3.5)
m
I(x)  is computed for each feature within the parent set, and splits or partitions (i.e., 
nodes) in the feature vector are iteratively selected on the basis of the next highest 
I{x), i.e., the optimum feature that produces maximum information gain,
x* = argmax {/(æ)} (3 .6 )
X
In the current evaluation, trees are learned and tested using leave-one-out cross valid­
ation. Trees generated by this process are used to classify ECOM intentional levels for 
each scenario with results as detailed in Section 3.5 (see Fig. 3.13,3.14 and 3.15 for the 
generated trees of different ECOM levels. Note that for legibility reasons, the actual 
feature labels have been replaced with intuitive feature descriptions of the quantity 
that they represent).
Intentions at ECOM level- 1 are omitted entirely from the evaluation in view of their 
non-discriminative nature in junction environments. An observable characteristic is 
that decision trees become more complex with increasing ECOM level due to the hier­
archical introduction of additional contextual information (Fig. 3.16). This potentially 
leads to overfitting problems (this issue has also been dealt with using decision forests 
[144]); however refer to results of Section 3.5.1 where this effect is not particulary 
evident.
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Driver had looked a t an JÊL Driver bad  looked a t  an
object in opposite (Inbound) object in opposite (Inbound)
road (lane-1) = {FALSE} jr X . rood (lane-1) = {TRUE}
Driver has looked a t  an / \  Driver has looked a t  an 1. Turn left
object in right {Inbound} /  \  object in right (Inbound)
road {lane-1} = {FALSE} / \ r o a d  (lane-1) = {TRUE}
3. Go straight on 2. Turn right
F ig u r e  3 .13: Decision tree generated for (E C O M )  Intentional level-2.
Driver has been at 
neutral area = {FALSE}
Driver has been at 
neutral area = {TRUE}
Driver is a t neutral 
area = {TRUE}
Driver is a t neutral, 
area = {FALSE} .1. Junction approach
3. Exit junction 2. Traverse neutral area
Figure 3.14: Decision tree generated for (ECOM) Intentional level-3.
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Figure 3.15: Decision tree generated for (ECOM) Intentional level-4.
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F ig u re  3=16: Decision Tree complexity verses ECOM level number for different training sets.
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3.4 .2  F irst Order D ed u ctiv e  Logic
Both ECOM and the legally-mandated rules of the road are essentially protocol-based 
in nature. This lends them to being rendered as a set of first-order logical clauses, which 
may be queried by resolution theorem proving with respect to a particular first-order 
formula. In functional terms, the deductive logic system so constructed attempts to 
build a logically-consistent model of the active ECOM intention/ sub-intentions from the 
computer-vision system output, driver’s gaze, signal and control inputs. Like ECOM, 
the deductive logic system is designed to employ the principle of action preceding 
perception common to all perception-action systems3.
The logic system employs first-order predicate logic with a priori logical predication 
applied in a top-down manner, starting with the most general world predicates and 
clauses, such that lower-level predicates add precision to higher level predicates (for 
example, a specific road has associated with it specific lanes and so on). Thus predicates 
are defined in such a way that the subsumptive hierarchy implicit within the ECOM 
persists between different levels of the logic. The deductive system itself is coded in 
SW I Prolog with a recursive clause structuring where relevant (for example, to define 
lane adjacency relations).
The Prolog-based system carries out deductive resolution in order to generate the the 
active ECOM intentions and sub-intentions (at the Monitoring, Regulating and Track­
ing levels) for a given range of frames characterised by the predicatised input features. 
Assuming the perception-action bijectivity relation given above, intentional clauses thus
3This P-A principle can be formalised into a mathematical principle of bijectivity such that:
{ V m n f L  P A  :  3 A ( P l ,  P A ) }  ( 3 . 7 )
i.e., every given ordered percept pair (Pm>Pn) for level I is linked by an action, or a sequence of
actions, A. Thus, if i lpresent is the current ECO M  intention and Present is the currently perceived
percept, then A lpresent is the current ECOM  action if i lpresent defines the following mapping:
^present  • (P p a s t i  P p r e s e n t )  1 ^  A presen i  ( 3 . 8 )
This serves to eliminate redundancy in perceptual predication, while ensuring sufficient descriptive 
richness to characterise ECOM intentions on a level-appropriate basis.
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take either the form (where ((/)[, ( f y , ( f a  | t G {past, present}) are feature predicates, 
and Qk € {A, V}):
( 0 r ‘ Ü  A < esent IJ  fifc< esent) 4* intention (3.9)
k—2 k=2
or, if a sub-intention, the form:
(^pasi u  Çik^ st a  <fiPresent Ç lk ^ k e s e n t  A intention) <=> in te n t io n sub (3.10)
k=2 k=2
A flavour of the ECOM-based intentional clauses, in conjunctive normal form, is given 
below in a simplified form for the first two ECOM levels (we omit pathing predicates 
and those that are directly indicative of intention e.g., signalling):
(Note: due to logical clauses structure complexity only two levels of the ECOM inten­
tional hierarchy are listed here).
ECOM Level-1 Intentions:
T Z \ : ( - ic a r ( x ,P a s t )  V - iX _ ju n c t io n (y ,P a s t)  V - ip o s i t io n .a t  ( x ,y ,P a s t ) )
V (-tear  ( x , P r e s e n t)  V -iX _ jim c tio n (y , P r e s e n t)
V - ip o s i t io n .a t  ( x , y , P r e s e n t)  )
V d r iv e r _ in te n t io n (N a v ig a te _ J u n c t io n )
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ECOM Level-2 Intentions:
1 Z i  : ( - i c a r ( x ,P a s t ) V -> d r iv er _ r o a d (y ,P a s t)  V - i in b o u n d _ la n e ( i l ,P a s t )
V -n o b je c t_ a t( x , y , i l , P a s t ) )  V ( - - c a r (x ,P r e s e n t )
V - i l e f t j r o a d ( y ,P r e s e n t )  V io u t_ b o u n d _ la n e (o l,P r e s e n t )
V -iob j e c t .a t  ( x , y , o l , P r e s e n t)  )
V - id r iv e r _ in te n t io n (N a v ig a te _ J u n c t io n )
V d r iv e r _ in te n tio n (T u r n _ L e ft)
K 2  : ( - i c a r ( x ,P a s t ) V -> d r iv er _ r o a d (y ,P a st)  V - i in b o im d _ la n e ( i l ,P a s t )
V - io b j e c t .a t ( x , y , i l , P a s t ) )  V ( - - c a r (x ,P r e s e n t )
V - ir ig h t_ r o a d (y , P r e s e n t) V -'O u t_ b o u n d _ la n e(o l,P resen t)
V -iob j e c t .a t  ( x , y , o l , P r e s e n t)  )
V - id r iv e r _ in te n t  io n  (N a v ig a te . J u n c tio n )
V d r iv e r . in t e n t  io n  (Turn J l ig h t  )
U l  : ( - ic a r ( x ,P a s t )  V - id r iv e r j :o a d (y ,P a s t )  V - i in b o u n d _ la n e ( i l ,P a s t )
V -iob j e c t .a t  ( x , y , i l , P a st  ) ) V ( - ic a r (x . P r e s e n t)
V - lo p p o s ite _ r o a d (y , P r e s e n t)  V -io u t_ b o u n d _ la n e (o l,P r e se n t)
V - - o b je c t .a t  ( x , y , o l , P r e s e n t)  )
V - id r iv e r .in te n t io n (N a v ig a te _ J u n c t io n )
V d r iv e r _ in te n tio n (G o .S tr a ig h t_ O n )
(Contextual complexity increases with increasing depth). The logical clause structure 
dictates that intra-level intentions are mutually exclusive while inter-level intentions 
have complex conjunctive/disjunctive relations in consequence of the explicitly sub­
sumptive implementation of the ECOM model. A temporalised closed-world assump­
tion is made, with all active predicates in a frame considered as true (and inactive 
predicates as false), with previous frame data asserted as previously true/false.
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The logic system thus acts as a frame intention classifier with each of the intentions i l 
on each of the levels, I, queried in turn. Clauses are added to enforce mutual exclusivity 
amongst intentions on the same level, i.e., each of the intentions il on each of the levels, 
/, can be asserted, in turn, alongside the negation of all of the other intentions on the 
same level to test for consistency, so that, for the intention set { jn} defined Vn we have:
, il —> True : I = n .i = j
(3.11)
il —>• False : I = n ,i ^  j
Thus a generative mode of pattern recognition technique is also employed within the 
logic system. Intentional classes are given an equal weighting in the final output, 
irrespective of level, such that they sum to unity to create a pseudo-probability, and 
give a stochastic measure of the likelihood of the correctly predicted intention.
3.4 .3  C om p osite  System : C om bining G e n e ra tiv e  and D is c r im in a tiv e  
C lassification  S ystem s
Two distinct modes of pattern recognition have been employed in Section 3.4.1 and 
3.4.2, the discriminative (i.e., decision trees) and the generative (i.e., the a priori logic 
model). Since these have different performance characteristics (see section 3.5), it is 
appropriate to consider how an ensemble system [76, 83] would perform. However, since 
we do not have confidence-based outputs that would enable a simple sum, product or 
maximum-confidence-based ensemble, we must find an alternative method for dealing 
with discrepant intentional outputs from the two classifiers.
To do this, we select a ‘fall back’ classifier to act as the default when there is disagree­
ment between the two (obviously agreement of outputs requires no default behaviour). 
We notice from the results in section 3.5 that there is a clearly-defined per-level per­
formance dominance by one or other of the classifiers e.g., the logic system performs 
consistently better at ECOM level-2 whereas decision trees perform consistently better 
at ECOM level-3. To construct the composite classifier we utilise this fact to select the 
default classifier output in the case of discrepancy on the basis of per-level perform­
ance. Clearly, this performance cannot be determined with respect to the test set, and
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Algorithm  1: Combining decision tree and logic system binarised intentional outputs. 
Given: ip1 = Classification Performance on Cross Validated Training Data
Terms: p =  confidence of intention for a given classifier (logic, decision tree),
il(tree), il(logic) = selected intention for (decision tree, logic system
respectively)
Data: feature vector X
Input: (il(tree),il(logic) | i = argmax {p(jl\X)})
j
Result: Composite ECOM  intention: il(comp)
foreach feature vector X  do
i f  il(tree) == il (logic) th e n  
|_ i l (comp) = il
e ls e  i f  il(tree) ^  il(logic) A N D  ECOM-level G {I | ^(logic) > ^ ( tr e e )}  th e n  
[_ i l(comp) = il (logic)
e ls e  i f  il(tree) ^  il(logic) A N D  ECOM-level G {I | ^ (tree )  > ^(log ic)}  th e n  
|_ il(comp) = il(tree)
so leave-one-out cross-validation within the training set (utilising the natural divisions) 
is used to approximate this value.
The algorithm for generative/ discriminative ensemble classification is shown in Al­
gorithm 1 (with performance as indicated in Section 3.5).
By combining the decision-tree outputs with logical deduction in this way, the accuracy 
of the composite system is very significantly greater than that of the individual systems.
3 .4 .4  M arkov Logic N etw orks
First-order logic systems lack the ability to model real world data with stochastically- 
varying feature inputs [90]. A recent strategy for combining first-order logic with prob­
abilistic graphical models is offered by Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) [118] (refer to 
section 2.8.3 for a conceptual overview). In the following, we employ Washington Uni­
versity’s Alchemy system4 for MLN training. This permits MLNs to be employed in two
4 http: /  /  alchemy.cs.washington.edu/
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distinct learning modes: clause weight-learning (where pre-existing clauses are weighted 
on the basis of evidence) and clause induction (in which both clauses and weights are 
learned). We explore both of these possibilities. Clause-weighting is carried-out with 
respect to the body of Prolog clauses used earlier (with certain modifications made for 
syntactic consistency).
A generative5 (rather than discriminative) mode of weight learning is used. Each 
frame of data (represented as a feature vector) is converted into feature predicates and 
added to a relational database that acts as a training dataset. We follow an impli­
cit closed-world assumption (i.e., any ground predicates not included in the training 
datasets are considered as false [48]). The MLN is built over clauses defined by the 
conjunctions/disjunctions of literals (these define the edges and nodes of the MLN, re­
spectively). Thus, the weight learning process commences with a conversion of logical 
clauses from first-order logical format,
H i s t - o r d e r  '• ( c a r ( x ,P a s t )  A X _ ju n c t io n (y ,P a s t)  A p o s i t i o n _ a t ( x ,y ,P a s t ) )
A (c a r (x ,P r e s e n t )  A X _ ju n c t io n (y ,P r e se n t)
A p o s i t  io n _ a t ( x , y , P r e s e n t)  )
=4> d r iv e r _ in te n t io n (N a v ig a te _ J u n c t io n )
to CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form).
P ' C N F  : (- ic a r ( x ,P a s t )  V - iX - ju n c t io n (y ,P a s t )  V - ip o s it io n _ a t  ( x ,y ,P a s t ) )
V (- -c a r (x ,P r e s e n t )  V --X _ ju n ctio n (y , P r e se n t)
V - -p o s it  io n _ a t ( x ,y ,  P r e s e n t ) )
V d r iv e r _ in te n t  io n  (N a v ig a te . J u n c tio n )
A weight is then generatively learned for each clause via a maximum likelihood gradient 
descent of Equation 2.3 with respect to a relational database (Box-constrained Limited- 
Memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) method [93] is used here to at­
tain the extremum). The relational database is the training dataset comprising ground
5 A generative as well as discriminative mode of weight learning is possible in MLNs, however, we use 
a generative mode of machine learning for consistency with the (Prolog based) first-order logic system.
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atoms or ground feature predicates. Once the weights are learned for each logical for­
mula (i.e., training is complete), MLN inference is then used to infer the most likely 
ECOM intention (given a knowledge base and query formula).
We tested a number of MLN configurations (weight learning, structure learning, and 
inference; refer to 2.8.3 for literature survey covering each individual configuration) 
with a performance criterion given by the accuracy of induction over the whole ECOM 
hierarchy.Classihcation outputs from MLN inference are hardened to {0,1}, while non­
etheless allowing for the possibility of ambiguity (i.e., so that all greater than 0.5 
confidences are equally represented). Thus, while the inferred MLN output obeys: 
(il(mln) G [0,1]), the hardened MLN output is constrained such that (refer to Fig.
3.17):
MLN Output Intentions 
Hardened MLN Intentions
2.1 2.2 2.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9
ECOM intentions
F ig u re  3 .17: Comparison of i l{m ln)' against il {mln) for (2:5 levels) of ECOM intentions, 
where (2.1, 2.2 etc.,) represent (ECOM level 2 intention 1, level 2 intention 2 etc., respectively).
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3.5 Experim ental Evaluation and R esu lts
Classification accuracy is found using the inner product binary similarity and distance
measure [23]. If I 1 is the total number of ECOM intentions within a specific level I, L  is
the cardinality of set comprising all ECOM levels, a  is a binary class label representing 
an intention output of the classifier; a  G ( 0 , 1 }, and ^  is a binary class label representing 
an intention output in ground-truth data, i.e., /? G { 0 ,1 } , then:
I1
i l = 5 3 ® A- = M  e £)
2=1
I1
vl — © p\\a\ = 0, fi\ = 0,1 e L )  (3.12)
i=l
If 7  expresses the sum of all cases where a  and /? are both 1 , is expresses the sum of all 
cases where the values of a  and j3 are both 0, the inner product similarity and distance 
measure £ is given as,
Ç1 = I 1 + isl,l £ L  (3.13)
and the normalised accuracy measure for a specific feature vector X  is given as,
Cl
0,CCx — "yy-, l G L  (3.14)
1X
If N  is the total number of feature vectors for a specific driving scenario, we compute 
an average classification accuracy measure for a specific level I as:
N
ac(^avg ~  jÿ (3.15)
In the following, all reported results are obtained from leave-one-out cross-validation, 
exploiting the natural training set divisions ( 2  left, 2  right, 2  straight-on junction 
traverses).
3.5 .1  D ecision  Tree R esu lts
Decision Tree classification accuracy for all six scenarios and intentional levels is shown 
in Table 3.1. Note that Level 1 has been omitted, since it comprises only one intention
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(i.e., Navigate Junction, cf 3.3.4) which is universally active across all junction naviga­
tion scenarios. Fig. 3.20 illustrates the variation of decision tree classification accuracy 
(averaging for each ECOM  intentional levels) over the temporal axis for different driv­
ing scenarios.
3.5 .2  F irst Order Logic R esu lts
Classification accuracy for the logic system is measured across all driving scenarios 
via Equation 3.15 using leave-one-out cross validation (see Table 3.1). Classification 
accuracy plotted with respect to the temporal frame axis for the logic system intentional 
output is shown in Fig. 3.20 for different driving scenarios. It may be noticed (Fig.
3.18) that first-order logic accuracy figures increase with time for turning scenarios 
(while the decision tree output does not), since the default ‘straight on’ assumption 
becomes falsified as more temporal context is accrued. This illustrates the distinct 
advantages of the two methods; the logic system effectively utilises temporal context in a 
priori specified features, while decision trees have the potential to isolate instantaneous 
discriminators in subsidiary features.
3.5 .3  C om p osite  S ystem  R esu lts
Using leave-one-out cross validation, the classification accuracy for the composite sys­
tem is determined (Table 3.1). Fig. 3.19 and 3.20 demonstrate an increased classific­
ation accuracy for the composite system. This illustrates the advantages to be gained 
from ensembles of the two distinct intentional classification methods (i.e., the generative 
and the discriminative).
3 .5 .4  M arkov Logic N etw orks R esu lts
As well as clause and clause-weight learning we also consider independent weighting 
of clauses for different temporal variable instantiations of the MLN (i.e., so that some 
degree of ‘temporal lag’ in intentional manifestation can be accommodated). Results 
for various configurations (Table 3.1) are as follows:
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1. MLN clause weight-learning (without per-state temporal logic learning).
2. MLN clause weight-learning (with per-state temporal logic learning).
3. MLN clause structure learning without any a priori first-order clause structures.
4. MLN clause structure learning followed by weight-learning. (Improvement in
classification performance is observed from post-weighting of induced clauses).
5. MLN clause structure learning seeded with first-order logic clauses (without per- 
state temporal logic learning).
6 . MLN clause structure learning seeded with first-order logic clauses and reweighted 
using weight-learning.
7. MLN clause structure learning seeded with first-order logic clauses (with per-state 
temporal logic learning).
8 . MLN clause structure and weight-learning after seeding with first-order logic 
clauses (with per-state temporal logic learning).
3 .5 .5  C om parison  o f  M L N s against (D ecision  trees & Logic) C om pos­
ite  S ystem
A comparison of MLN classification accuracy against the composite system (see 3.4.3) 
shows that a hybrid of generative (i.e., first-order logic) and discriminative (i.e., decision 
tree) intention classification systems in fact gives better performance (across junction 
navigation scenarios and levels of the ECOM intentional hierarchy). Fig. (3 .2 1 , 3.22 
and 3.23) plots the classification accuracy for different MLN configurations against the 
composite system.
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Table 3.1: Classification accuracy for different techniques using Equation 3.15.
Classifier D riving EC O M  In ten tional levels
T ype Scenarios Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 M ean
Right Turn I 0.69 0.81 0.80 0 .8 6 0.79
Right Turn II 0.55 0.98 0 .6 8 0 .8 8 0.77
D ecision tre e Left Turn I 1 .0 0 1 .0 0 0.83 0.90 0.93
learn ing Left Turn II 0.33 0.98 0.79 0 .8 8 0.75
Straight On I 0.33 1 .0 0 0.78 0.84 0.74
Straight On II 0.52 1 .0 0 0.80 0.85 0.79
M ean 0.57 0.96 0.78 0.87
Right Turn I 0 .8 6 0.94 0.94 0.97 0.93
Right Turn II 0.73 0.99 0.85 0.96 0 .8 8
F irs t-o rd e r Left Turn I 0.91 0.97 0.75 0.90 0 .8 8
logic Left Turn II 0.67 0.69 0.96 0.98 0.82
Straight On I 0.69 0.84 0.94 0.92 0.85
Straight On II 0.67 0.95 0.90 0.94 0 .8 6
M ean 0.75 0.90 0.89 0.95
Right Turn I 0 .8 6 0.81 0.94 0.97 0.89
Right Turn II 0.73 0.98 0.85 0.96 0 .8 8
C om posite Left Turn I 0.91 1 .0 0 0.75 0.90 0.89
system Left Turn II 0.67 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.90
Straight On I 0.69 1 .0 0 0.94 0.92 0.89
Straight On II 0.67 1 .0 0 0.90 0.93 0 .8 8
M ean 0.75 0.96 0.89 0.95
Right Turn I 0.54 0.95 0 .8 8 0.96 0.83
Right Turn II 0.41 0.93 0.83 0.96 0.78
M LN Left Turn I 0.63 0.80 0.36 0.72 0.63
configuration - 1 Left Turn II 0.41 0 .6 8 0.93 0.98 0.75
Straight On I 0.81 0.80 0.76 0 .8 8 0.81
C ontinued  on nex t page
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Table 3.1 — continued  from  previous page
Straight On II 1 .0 0 0 .8 8 0.43 0.79 0.77
M ean 0.63 0.84 0.70 0 .8 8
Right Turn I 0.54 0.80 0.99 0.97 0.83
Right Turn II 0.41 0 .8 8 0.84 0.97 0.73
M LN Left Turn I 0.63 0 .6 6 0.90 0.90 0.77
configuration - 2 Left Turn II 0.41 0 .6 6 0.95 0.98 0.75
Straight On I 0.81 0.63 0.98 0.94 0.84
Straight On II 1 .0 0 0.58 1 .0 0 0.96 0.89
M ean 0.6334 0.6694 0.9430 0.9553
Right Turn I 0.67 0.67 1 .0 0 0.97 0.83
Right Turn II 0.63 0.63 0.77 0.90 0.73
M LN Left Turn I 0.67 0.67 0.90 0.90 0.78
configuration-3 Left Turn II 0.67 0 .6 8 0.94 0.97 0.81
Straight On I 0.65 0.65 0.95 0.90 0.79
Straight On II 0.35 0.35 0.04 0.07 0 .2 0
M ean 0.6056 0.6056 0.7671 0.7842
Right Turn I 0.67 0.67 1 .0 0 0.97 0.83
Right Turn II 0.67 0.67 0.85 0.99 0.79
M LN Left Turn I 0.67 0.67 0.90 0.90 0.78
configuration-^ Left Turn II 0.67 0.69 0.96 0.98 0.82
Straight On I 0.67 0.67 0.98 0.94 0.81
Straight On II 0.67 0.67 1 .0 0 0.96 0.82
M ean 0.67 0.67 0.95 0.96
Right Turn I 0.56 0.76 1 .0 0 0.97 0.82
Right Turn II 0.63 0.63 0.77 0.91 0.73
M LN Left Turn I 0.33 0.33 0 .1 0 0.17 0.23
configuration-5 Left Turn II 0.64 0.64 0.95 0.97 0.80
Straight On I 0.70 0 .6 8 0.80 0 .8 6 0.76
C ontinued  on nex t page
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Table 3.1 -  continued  from  previous page
Straight On II 0.35 0.35 0.04 0 .2 1 0.24
M ean 0.53 0.56 0.61 0 .6 8
Right Turn I 0.54 0.72 0.99 0.97 0.80
Right Turn II 0.67 0.67 0.85 0.99 0.79
M LN Left Turn I 0.61 0.80 0.28 0.63 0.58
configuration - 6 Left Turn II 0.63 0.60 0.94 0.96 0.78
Straight On I 0.43 0.55 0.27 0.17 0.36
Straight On II 0.33 0.33 0 .0 0 0.18 0 .2 1
M ean 0.54 0.61 0.55 0.65
Right Turn I 0.67 0.76 1 .0 0 0.97 0.85
Right Turn II 0.44 0 .6 8 0.85 0.99 0.74
M LN Left Turn I 0 .6 6 0.69 0.90 0.90 0.79
configuration-7 Left Turn II 0.62 0.60 0.93 0.93 0.77
Straight On I 0.70 0.62 0.95 0.90 0.79
Straight On II 0.35 0.37 0.04 0.16 0.23
M ean 0.57 0.62 0.78 0.80
Right Turn I 0 .6 6 0.76 1 .0 0 0.97 0.85
Right Turn II 0.67 0.67 0.85 0.99 0.79
M LN Left Turn I 0 .6 6 0.69 0.90 0.90 0.79
configuration - 8 Left Turn II 0.70 0.59 0.92 0.93 0.79
Straight On I 0.70 0.50 0.87 0.76 0.71
Straight On II 0.67 0.67 1 .0 0 0.96 0.82
M ean 0 .6 8 0.65 0.92 0.92
Results thus indicate that MLN structure learning followed by re-weighting of clauses 
is the most effective learning configuration. Providing additional clauses appears to 
degrade performance, since these might be associated with a lower weight in the absence 
of sufficient grounded predicates, which accounts for the lower performance.
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of classification accuracy for first-order logic, decision tree learning 
and composite system intentional outputs over a temporal frame axis.
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3.5 .6  T op-D ow n Feature R especification
The previous experiments relate to the bottom-up aspects of the system, which con­
sists of building the world and intentional model from detector inputs. However, the 
global logical consistency checks also have the potential to modify detector inputs in a 
top-down fashion, therefore completing a full ‘bootstrap) modelling of the world (ulti­
mately allowing the possibility of running the intentional system fully unsupervised). 
As a proof-of-concept implementation of this idea, the notion was tested that global 
consistency checking is capable of providing usable top-down constraints on the feature- 
detectors under simulated failure conditions.
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Figure 3.24: Size of consistency set verses feature number.
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This is achieved by simulating the effects of noise on features by randomly replacing 
binary values for single features within the frame vector by arbitrary binary digits. 
Frames are selected according to a uniform random distribution with an average of 
failure probability of one in every five frames. The goal is then to determine which of 
the 594 possible features is subject to this additive noise purely on the basis of global 
logical consistency. This is achieved by sequentially removing feature predicates (i.e., 
detector inputs), recalculating the associated predication of each frame for all of the 
594 features, and determining whether this improves the overall global consistency as 
measured by the final size of the consistency set. (The consistency set is the largest set 
of mutually consistent frames). The binary weighting of the feature inputs is done on 
the basis of this consistency.
Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show the results for a subset of the features. A clear peak in the 
magnitude of the consistency set can be seen for the removal of the error-compromised 
feature (two other peaks exhibit a similar characteristic because of the conditional 
dependencies existing between features). However, critical to our argument is that this 
measure of global consistency correlates with the accurate prediction of the ground 
truth ECOM values (compare Fig. 3.24 and 3.25). Blanking the features associated 
with the peak in global consistency can indeed be shown to act to increase the overall 
system accuracy in the manner intended (figure 3.25), such that the system is able to 
adaptively determine the reliability of its own detector input. The system thus exhibits 
the capability of bottom-up inference of intentional states, and top-down feedback of 
global context information.
3.6 C onclusion of Initial C lassification Experim ents
This chapter sought to determine an appropriate supervised methodology for the detec­
tion of subsumptive intentional states across various driving scenarios in a manner that 
would potentially be of use in cognitive driver assistance systems. To do so, we utilised 
the psychologically-motivated (Perception-Action) model, ECOM  (Extended Control 
Model), for modelling driver behaviour. The hierarchical structure of ECOM captures 
the parallel mapping between task-subsumption and scene-representation hypothesised
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to exist within (human) drivers as they employ different levels of the Perception-Action 
hierarchy. In doing so, we have also demonstrated the application of adaptive bootstrap 
techniques within the context of our problem.
An instrumented car traversing a number of different junction navigation scenarios was 
thus used to record control inputs with respect to the external driving scene (as rep­
resented a hierarchy of perceptual descriptors derived from the UK Highway Code). 
The data thus directly relates to the percepts and actions implicit in the the protocol- 
based ECOM model. Our goal was then to characterise human driver intentions at 
different levels of the P-A hierarchy via a number of classification methods appropriate 
to rule-based domains. These included Markov Logic Networks, decision tree learning, 
and (Prolog-based) first-order resolution theorem-proving, for which performance res­
ults were obtained. Both the differing natures (i.e., discriminative and generative) of 
the decision tree and Prolog classification approaches, as well as their differing per­
formance profiles over time (as a result of their use or otherwise of temporal context) 
indicated the use of a hybrid (or ensemble) classification system. Such a hybrid poten­
tially has the capability of addressing the long-standing issue of applying a rule-based 
system such as Prolog within a noisy context.
We therefore sought to test this hybrid against the Markov Logic Network (which was 
designed specifically to address the issue of applying logical rules within a stochastic 
context). Employing the MLN in a large variety of configurations, it was established 
that in no case was the MLN performance superior to that of the hybrid model in this 
task. We conjecture that this is a consequence of the strictly protocol-based nature of 
the chosen perception-action environment (i.e., junction navigation), where the gener­
ative model of resolution theorem proving proves particularly effective after significant 
temporal context has accrued, particularly when the fall-back option of discriminative 
decision-trees are available in the earlier temporal stages.
We therefore propose that this hybrid approach would form an effective basis for cog­
nitive driver-assistance systems based on a P-A model of human intentions. More 
generally, the advantage of the perception-action approach (as exemplified by the sub­
sumptive bijectivity criterion of Equation 3.8) is that redundant environmental descrip­
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tion is eliminated at each stage of the subsumptive hierarchy of intentions. We believe 
that this is a very generic principle, both in modelling of human intentions, and also 
in building autonomous cognitive systems.
Chapter
A Framework for Hierarchical 
Perception-Action Learning Utilising 
Fuzzy Reasoning
Recalling Section 2.2, Perception-Action (P-A) learning is an approach to cognitive 
system building that seeks to reduce the complexity associated with conventional 
environment-representation and action-planning. Instead, actions are directly mapped 
onto the perceptual transitions that they bring about, eliminating the need for interme­
diate representation and significantly reducing training requirements. This concept was 
experimentally demonstrated in Chapter 3 (in an offline scenario) using an appropriate 
supervised methodology for mining rule-based subsumptive intentional states utilising 
the Extended Control Model for modelling driver behaviour.
In this chapter, we set out a very general learning framework for cognitive systems in 
which online learning of the P-A mapping may be conducted within a symbolic pro­
cessing context, so that complex contextual reasoning can influence the P-A mapping. 
Utilising a variational calculus approach to define a suitable objective function, the 
P-A mapping can be treated as an online learning problem via gradient descent. Our 
central theoretical result is a mechanism enabling top-down modulation of low-level 
perceptual confidences via the Jacobian establishing a relationship to the higher levels
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of a subsumptive P-A hierarchy. Thus, the separation of the Jacobian as a multiplying 
factor between levels within the objective function naturally enables the integration of 
abstract symbolic manipulation in the form of fuzzy deductive logic into the P-A map­
ping learning. We experimentally demonstrate that the resulting framework achieves 
significantly better accuracy than using perception-action learning without top-down 
modulation. We also demonstrate that it permits novel forms of context-dependant 
multi-level P-A mapping, applying the mechanism in the context of an intelligent driver 
assistance system.
4.1 Introduction
4.1 .1  K ey  C oncepts and E xp erim en ta l O b jectives
In the current work we propose a novel approach to building multi-stage perception- 
action (P-A) systems. Layered systems have been the state of the art since the early 
1980s, e.g., in terms of Rodney’s subsumption architecture [16] as discussed in Section 
2.5. However, these models mainly focus on finite state machines. The alternative 
proposed here is a layered system with explicit Perception-Action inputs and output at 
each stage of the system. The result is thus an embodied system that uses the ‘action- 
precedes-perception paradigm’ [53]. We have mentioned these concepts in terms of 
[117] (refer to discussion in Section 2.5).
Implicit in the above, our aim is to set out a general online learning framework for 
cognitive systems by interfacing a higher-level symbolic processing layer with the lower 
feature level of the Perception-Action hierarchy. We demonstrate top-down modu­
lation of low-level perceptual confidences such that the difference between predicted 
detector confidences (higher level outputs) and the detector values from lower-level 
feature inputs are minimised and at the same time they minimise the number of in­
ternal state updates required for this purpose. A linear combination of both of these 
factors are formalised into a suitable objective function that can be minimised by util­
ising a variational calculus optimisation procedure via gradient descent applied to the 
Euler-Lagrange Equation.
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We experimentally demonstrate that the resulting framework achieves significantly bet­
ter accuracy than using perception-action learning without top-down modulation. It 
further permits novel forms of context-dependent multi-level P-A mapping and learn­
ing, which we illustrate qualitatively for two distinct experimental scenarios in the 
context of intelligent driver assistance systems:
1. Logical closure of sparse/erroneous detector predication (i.e., the online formation 
of a maximally logically self-consistent model of actions and perceptions).
2. Adaptive appearance-label/semantic-logic association (via the online attachment 
of detector labels to their corresponding functional meaning).
The scenarios involve both top-down and bottom-up constraints on the learning system, 
illustrating the bi-directionality of the multilevel online P-A learning. The framework 
carries multiple iterations of top-down and bottom-up adaptation to perform a ‘cog­
nitive bootstrap’ process, in which novel perception-action hypotheses are constructed 
and projected into the environment to test for consistency.
4 .1 .2  P ercep tion -A ction  S ystem s
Extending the discussion about P-A systems (in Section 2.2 and 3.1), the notion of 
perception and action are defined (in terms of [140]) within the domain of the current 
experimental work, as well as key terms, more formally as follows:
P ercep ts  are virtual representations of observable physical system states.
A ctions are changes of physical system states initiated by virtual states.
V irtu a l system  sta te s  are states of the system, which do not have a physical 
realization -  except for their physical implementation in terms of memory cells -  
e.g., variables. They may, very loosely, be considered ‘mental’ states.
Physical system  s ta te s  are states of the system that have a physical realisation, 
e.g., angles of a robotic arm.
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S ta te  m appings are mappings taking percepts and virtual system states as input 
and delivering virtual system states and actions as output.
C ognitive system  is a system consisting of all previous items, where at least a 
part of the mappings is learnable and adaptable.
An important point is that percepts and actions are always defined in terms of system 
states, i.e., the interface between physical and virtual entities lies within the system. 
Interaction of the system with the world takes place via its physical states, i.e., the 
interface to the world is caused by physical interaction of states, e.g., mechanical laws 
or transmission of light [140].
Section 2.2 explains the underlying paradigm behind P-A learning i.e., “action-precedes- 
perception” learning [53], which implies that perceptual states should not be presumed 
to exist in the absence of actions capable of distinguishing them (assuming an embodied 
agent, i.e., an agent that interacts with its surrounds via a physical body within that en­
vironment). This typically has the benefit of significantly reducing the size of a percept 
space (particularly when dealing with vision-based systems). On the contrary Action 
spaces, usually employ only a few degrees of freedom with low intrinsic dimensionality. 
The aim of a practical P-A system is to establish (preferably bijective) mappings from 
percepts to actions. For this purpose, both spaces need to be structured. This can be 
approached in supervised and unsupervised ways.
The unsupervised approach is known as cognitive bootstrapping [132] in which the sys­
tem faces entirely unknown P-A mappings and establishes them by performing random 
actions, greedily labelling the corresponding percepts, and then generalizing the result­
ing perceptual domain so as to suggest novel action possibilities (refer to Section 2.3 
for a brief discussion). During the exploration phase, perception-action mappings are 
tested by performing actions.
In the current chapter, we are dealing with a supervised system, in which the actions 
are those of a car driver, and the percepts are the (computer vision-based) detections 
of significant objects within the driver’s field of view. Thus, we are, in effect, modelling 
the human P-A system used in driving, with the possibility of applications in driver 
assistance systems.
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4 .1 .3  Sym bolic  P ro cessin g  W ith in  P -A  Learning S ystem s
The application domain for the current experimental work comprises driving naviga­
tion scenarios, therefore, adding additional considerations into standard P-A learning, 
namely those of high-level context and protocol-driven events (i.e., ECOM monitoring 
level control, already mentioned in Section 2.6.2). It also involves an explicit, pre­
existing symbol domain (signs, traffic-lights, etc). We must therefore address both the 
classical problem of symbol grounding (refer to Section 2.7), but also that of contextual 
association. It is clear from the the nature of the protocols governing road-use that to 
exploit context in the most generally flexible way, we must employ logical deduction. 
However, this adds an additional perplexity of integrating stochastic information with 
logic; the classical problem of symbolic/sub-symbolic integration [75], [82].
To date, the problem of optimal perception-action mapping has thus not been con­
sidered in the context of a subsumption architecture that integrates logical processing 
for contextual reasoning. The current work aims to demonstrate how fuzzy first-order 
resolution can be directly incorporated into variational calculus so as to optimise the 
P-A mapping of an embedded multi-level cognitive system. In doing so, we hope to in­
corporate a capacity for generalising beyond the immediate context, and thereby bring 
about faster overall convergence to the optimal P-A mapping. In this chapter we build 
a hybrid adaptive P-A learning system that, uniquely, employs top-down feedback for 
improving convergence and extending capabilities in a number of unique ways.
In applying P-A learning in POL context, we go beyond the classical problem of sym­
bolic and sub-symbolic integration, extending it to that of symbol tethering (a theoret­
ical discussion comprising this concept can be found in Section 2.7).
4 .1 .4  D eta ils  o f th e  A p p lica tion  D om ain
To demonstrate the application of the P-A learning framework, we apply it within the 
context of an instrumented vehicle. A detail discussion about the technical specifica­
tion of the experimental vehicle is given in 3.3.1, with details of the recorded dataset 
(including visual, control and gaze inputs) in Appendix A.
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An idealized set of visual detectors (with associated bounding boxes for gaze location), 
is depicted in Fig. 3.2; it consists of perfect car, lane sign and light detectors. With such 
an idealised set of detectors, it is possible, in principle, to make an optimal deduction 
about the likely outcome of any traffic situation (i.e., the detectors are completely 
informative with respect to the legal protocols of the driving situation). However, in a 
real-world experimental scenario, instrumental detection is very much limited to only 
a subset of these protocol-salient detections at any given time.
The principle task of the autonomous cognitive system that has been outlined in this 
chapter when applied to the driving environment is to make predictions as to driver 
behaviour with respect to the external scene; these will then constitute the Jacobian 
with which the separate P-A modules are interfaced.
4 .1 .5  U se  o f  S ym bol P rocessin g  W ith in  an A d ap tive  P -A  M od el o f  
D river B ehaviour
From an external perspective, the central mode of operation of the system is to infer 
driver’s intentions with respect to a complete model of the external scene (as sparsely 
measured by the pattern-recognition and computer-vision based detectors). Such a 
system is expected to form the basis for cognitive driver assistance system, capable 
of issuing warnings. For this we need an a priori model of intentionality that may 
be applied to the objects of the road. We hence use the Extended Control Model 
(ECOM) model [67] (Fig. 2.3) as a basis for interfacing Highway Code protocols with 
the Perception-Action hierarchy.
As already discussed in Section 2.6, the ECOM model, lends itself to clausal description 
of P-A mapping in terms of key objects of observation. These clauses can be combined 
with the Highway Code protocols to form a Logical Rule Base (i.e., a set of clauses) 
appropriate within the context of a driver assistance system.
From an internal perspective, the aim of the system is to adaptively reconcile computer- 
vision, control and gaze inputs with the known behavioural protocols (i.e., in our ex­
perimental domain, the UK Highway Code and ECOM models). The problem is thus
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one of the combination of abstract deduction with pre-symbolic input. In this way we 
address the wider cognitive science issues of symbol grounding and symbol tethering.
4.2 A  Learning Framework for M ulti-Layered P -A  H ier­
archies
In this section we give a modular outline of the proposed stacked P-A learning system, 
and show generically how learning is propagated.
The principle theoretical undertaking of this work is to present an approach to Multi- 
Level P-A Learning, one which will perform optimal P-A mapping utilising feed­
back/control from higher levels (the resulting method can be applied recursively for 
any number of levels). For this we propose to use a Variational Euler-Lagrange-based 
approach for system integration.
To our knowledge, the major novelty of the theoretical component of the work presented 
in this chapter is the integration of Fuzzy Logic Theorem Proving into such a variational 
approach to accommodate uncertainty of detector input (supplied as predicates). Our 
approach is thus one of symbolic/sub-symbolic integration in which both levels are 
instances of the same structure.
4.2 .1  In trod u ction  to  a M ulti-L ayered  P -A  S ystem
Our discussion suggests that there is a possibility of extending the learning-based P-A 
system structure suggested in [41] (i.e., single-layered continuous learning by explora­
tion and adaptation) to several layers in order to form a subsumptive hierarchy, since 
adaptation requires top-down control.
Some additional terminology is required to extend the notion of percepts and actions 
to higher levels, in particular the terms control (a higher level action) and feedback (a 
higher level percept) are introduced (as defined in [140]):
P ercep ts  are virtual representations at level n  of observable system states at
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level n — 1 if n > 0 or virtual representations of observable physical system states 
at level 0.
A ctions are changes of system states at level n — 1 initiated by virtual states at 
level n if rr > 0 or physical system states initiated by virtual states at level 0.
Feedback is the output of level n  that is considered as percepts at level n + 1.
C ontro l is the input to level n  that is considered as actions at level n + 1.
physical system 
states
level n-1 system states 
state mappings
level 2 system states 
state mappings
level 1 system states 
state mappings
level 0 system states 
state mappings
D-l
Q .
CL
cognitive system
Figure 4.1: Layered system architecture and related terminology: percepts (p), actions (a), 
feedback (f), and control (c).
These concepts allows the formalisation of a system with several layers of virtual states 
and mappings, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Note that level 0 can be considered as an 
innate (engineered) level and n  grows with time.
It will generally be the case that, in forming a subsumptive hierarchy we progressively 
obtain generalised percepts actions. Thus, the highest level of the hierarchy should in 
fact be capable of abstract symbol manipulation. The most general framework for such 
symbolic manipulation that is applicable to general system scenarios would thus be 
First-order logical deduction (discussed in Section 2.8).
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4.2 .2  L earning in  M ulti-L ayered  S ystem
The system under consideration [140] does not have distinct modes for learning and 
working. It initiates with a single level (i.e., level 0). This level can be considered 
as a (virtual representation of) physical state predictor. When prediction at level 0 
fails, a feedback is triggered to level 1, indicating a the requirement of a change in the 
control of level 0, i.e., requesting an action at level 1. This causes level 1 to process a 
percept-action cycle acting as a predictor for level 0 states. As such level 1 goes into 
a bootstrap process, using the mechanisms described earlier. Bootstrapping of level 1 
can be considered completed once predictions at this level start to work.
The feedback of level 1 (sent to level 2), becomes stronger over time, eventually trig­
gering a similar bootstrapping process at level 2. In the mean time, level 1 continues to 
adapt, constantly trying for further improvement in its predictions. Change of control 
signals from level 2 to level 1, causes it to develop different modes of prediction, i.e., 
it starts to make different predictions based on the top-down control. If the feedback 
from level 0 (i.e., the percept of level 1) becomes stronger than a triggering threshold, 
level 1 will generate novel predictions, thus exploratory learning is applied as described 
in the preceding sections.
Subsequent reiteration of this procedure through additional levels leads to a system with 
increasingly better capabilities in terms of solving a task of appropriate complexity. The 
complexity should be chosen such that exactly one new level is generated in each step, 
otherwise learning might become slow or entirely break down. It is noteworthy that 
there is an implicitly high degree of similarity of the proposed system to PAC module 
(i.e., Percept-Action Control loop) in [38] (refer to Fig. 4.2).
Extending P-A learning with a top-down control enabled it with P-A functionalities 
that go beyond homoeostatic behaviour. In a predictive coding or tracking approach 
to perception, P-A functionality is achieved by prediction [117]. Extending predictive 
coding by top-down control refers to the modulation of prediction functionalities, or, as 
known in the tracking literature, to switch models [126]. In PACs, the upwards output 
(the feedback) to the respectively higher module might have a different time-scale and 
representation than the downwards output (the action). Thus we propose to extend
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F ig u re  4.2: (a) Diagram showing input/ou tpu t nodes of PAC, i.e., control input C, percept 
input F, and action output A. (b) A hierarchical structural view of the PAC module, where 
output of each module splits in two parts: feedback F  to the next higher level and action A 
sent to the next lower level [38].
PACs with an explicit feedback channel F, resulting in PACFs.
Similar to the PACs, the PACFs are related to the Neisser perceptual cycle [109] and 
can be interpreted as an abstract tracking process that is looping through the reflex­
ive transitive closure of (state -  system model -  prediction -  matches -  observation -  
update) [140]. The matching of predictions and observations defines the internal model­
ling error and drives adaptation and feedback. Small errors lead to adaptation, whereas 
large errors lead to feedback and exploration (i.e., bootstrapping) at the next higher 
level. The proposed learning structure has been evaluated in a single layer system using 
offline learning in [39].
4.3 T h e  Sym bol P ro cess in g  Layer
In this section we indicate the requirement for symbolic reasoning to be incorporated 
into the proposed structure. The system outlined here comprises of the symbol pro­
cessing layer which will be the most abstract (i.e., topmost) level of the P-A hierarchy. 
Actions at this level cascade down the P-A hierarchy, acquiring more and more low-level 
context. To achieve maximal generality for abstract reasoning in practical domains this 
level should therefore incorporate First Order Logical deduction (i.e., reasoning with
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quantifiers and predicates), so that novel and hypothetical symbol combinations can 
be considered.
However, detections from the low level detectors are typically passed to the symbol 
processing layer along with associated confidences (in some cases these will be derived 
stochastically from validation data, and in some cases this will be a more ad-hoc cer­
tainties based on prior knowledge). The role of the feedback process from the symbol 
processing layer in this case is thus to re-weight confidences in an appropriate manner. 
We must therefore perform first order logical deduction in an uncertain environment.
In general, there are two distinct ways of dealing with stochastic uncertainty in logic: 
Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) [118] [71] [79] and Fuzzy Logic (FL) [77] [96]. MLNs 
deal with uncertain clauses (i.e., rules) and FL with uncertain predication. In many 
domains in which we might wish to deploy an artificial cognitive system, including our 
domain, we have relatively certain rules (the Highway Code, the ECOM model, the 
laws of physics) in combination with uncertain detector predications (and often also 
non-strictly stochastic detector confidences). These factors therefore suggest that we 
use Declarative Fuzzy Logic rather than MLNs for the top-most symbol processing 
layer in our P-A hierarchy.
Note that declarative Fuzzy Logic allows much more general deductive reasoning than 
standard non-recursive FL control applications, which are commonly encountered in 
control theory (see e.g., [114] [20]). We require a system capable of querying hypothesis 
and theorem proving in order to fully explore the influence of context.
4.4 D eclarative Fuzzy Logic Program m ing
This section sets out the argument for Fuzzy Deductive Logic as having the requisite 
methodological characteristics for incorporation into the stacked P-A learning system.
4.4 .1  Fuzzy T h eorem  P rovin g
As discussed in Section 2.8.4 fuzzy logic is applied to reasoning that has an approx­
imate output rather than a fixed value. In contrary to binary valued logic where the
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tru th  value domain comprises {0,1} i.e., true or false, fuzzy logic truth value has a 
range of [0,1]. Logic operations are applied to fuzzy sets that have degrees of mem­
bership. Variables having membership degrees are called membership functions that 
map on single values, intervals or subsets of the unit interval [0,1]. Although degrees 
of membership and probabilistic values have mathematical similarity, there is a major 
conceptual distinction between the two [123]. Nevertheless, fuzzy logic theorem prov­
ing (fuzzy programming) can be implemented in methodologies pertaining to reasoning 
with uncertainty [128].
A fuzzy program comprises fuzzy logic inference rules and operators. Fuzzy operators 
such as, T-norms and T-conorms propagate truth values through these rules. The 
concept of aggregation operator also extends to the notion of implication, which is 
implemented as a residuum of the T-norm. A left-continuous T-norm T  (i.e., an in­
tersection of two fuzzy sets) is generally specified by a binary operation on the unit 
interval; i.e., it is a function of the form [77];
r:[0,l]x[0,l]=H0,1] (4.1)
Fuzzy logic clause structure comprises an implication of a head predicate with respect 
to a body of literals bounded by a fuzzy operator (i.e., conjunct, disjunct or an amalgam 
of both). This enables fuzzy logic theorem proving via resolution.
We introduced the idea of Ciao Prolog in Section 2.8.4, as a possible platform for 
programming fuzzy-rule base system in that it provides a complete library of fuzzy 
logic semantics amalgamated with complete Prolog system supporting ISO-Prolog [136]. 
The concept of uncertainty is implemented within Ciao Prolog via constraint logic 
programming [70] i.e., CLP(R). Thus, it employs a combination of built-in inference 
mechanism of Prolog with the constraints and operations provided by CLP{R) in order 
to handle the concept of partial truth. The aggregation operators previously discussed 
are used to operate on these constraints.
In implementing full first order logical resolution via CLP(R) in CIAO Prolog, we 
thus differentiate our method from compositional fuzzy reasoning, where fuzzy infer­
ence takes place by assigning membership values to output variables with pre-defined 
rules and membership functions, thereby permitting “Proof-by-refutation” (recursive
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querying of clauses and instantiation of variables with new values using aggregator op­
erators). Such aggregation schemes subsume conjunction (e.g., via T-norms) as well 
as disjunction (via e.g., T-conorms) in a way that naturally also leads to tru th  values 
that constitute a union over interval subsets of [0,1].
The tru th  values of a predicate in Ciao Fuzzy Prolog are elements of a Borel Algebra 
over the interval [0, 1]. The set of continuous subintervals on [0, 1] is denoted by 
e([0,1]). Thus Borel Algebra, B ([0,1]), can be considered as the power set of e([0,1]) 
[98]. Aggregation operators are used to propagate truth values by means of the fuzzy 
logic rules. Aggregation in Fuzzy Sets is carried via the application of an aggregation 
operator of the type:
[0,1]"->[0,1] (4.2)
(In addition to this, it has to satisfy / z(0,..., 0) =  0 and / ' ( I , ..., 1) =  1 and be mono­
tonie). In Ciao Prolog, given an aggregation / '  : [0, l]n —> [0,1], an interval-aggregation 
T  : e([0, l])n -4- e([0,1]) is defined as follows [136]:
^ ( K ,  x l\, - ,  K ,  x n]) = [/(%l, - ,  x n)i f ' ( x V - ,  x n)] (4.3)
Extending this, given an interval-aggregation T  : e([0, l])n —> e([0,1]) defined over 
intervals, a union-aggregation : B ([0, l])n —> B ([0,1]) is defined over union of 
intervals as follows [136]:
T  (B i , ..., Bn) =  U{B(ei,..., en)\ej G Bj}  (4.4)
Importantly, this Borel set approach to fuzzy logic permits ambiguity in the allocation 
of fuzzy values without necessitating a higher-order concept of fuzziness. Thus, what 
would otherwise have to be treated via modification of the resolution procedure to 
accommodate multiple alternatives (i.e., if using a standard, single-valued fuzzy logic 
implementation,) can instead be accommodated within a single act of fuzzy resolution. 
It is this that allows fuzzy logic to be directly grafted onto the structures of Prolog.
However, we shall implement a constrained form of C LP(R) in which clausal conjunc­
tion is formed via the product T-norm of atomic predicates, with the T-norm operation, 
max, being applied to the predicates individually. This has the effect of ‘de-Borelising’ 
the detector predication, while retaining the multiplicity of tru th  values associated with
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head predicates in the clauses. Borel set truth values thus only occur as a result of 
the resolution procedure, but do not arise within clauses themselves. This prevents 
the upper bound of the tru th  value dominating as resolution progresses. Only at the 
end of deductive resolution is this resolution-based multiplicity resolved (via the max 
T-norm). The output is then a single interval truth value for each predicate. In this 
way we obtain a singular world model in which fuzzy values function like predicate 
confidences.
4 .4 .2  Fuzzy P ro log  S yn tax
Given that A  is an atom, then a fuzzy fact can be represented as A  <- v, where as v 
is a truth value, an element in B ([0,1]), defined as constraints over the domain [0, 1].
If A ,X i, ..., are atoms,
A  X i , X n (4.5)
represents a fuzzy clause where J7' is a union-aggregation operator of tru th  values in B 
([0,1]) defined as constraints over the domain [0,1].
If A  is an atom, and w is a variable representing a truth value in B ([0,1]), then a fuzzy 
query is represented as:
w <- .4? (4.6)
A fuzzy program is a collection of facts and rules (i.e., a subset of the Herbrand base
mapped into B ([0,1]) along with a set of clauses, but excluding queries).
In operational terms, at any given time the state of the fuzzy logic system is described 
via the tuple: (A, <r, S) [136] where A  is the goal/query, cris a substitution/instantiation 
of variables, and 5 is a ‘constraint store’ holding truth values of the query at that state.
A single iteration of the resolution algorithm thus executes the transition:
(.4,<T,,S)— > ( / ,< / ,  3 ') (4.7)
Two types of transition, in particular, are possible in attempting to solve query A:
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1. The application of facts:
(A  U w, a, S) — > (Ati, a • fi, S  A fiw = v) (4.8)
where ç <— v is a fact of the program V, and w is a component of the goal A, 
is the most general unifier of q and w, and fiw is the truth variable for w.
2. The application of rules:
{ A U w ,a ,S )— )• ((A U B)t9, o •id ,S  Ac) (4.9)
where q f-^./ B is a rule of the program V, $ is the ‘most general unifier’ of q and 
w, c is the constraint that defines a truth value obtained via the application of 
the aggregator T  to the truth variables of B  (if none of the above are applicable 
then the transition fails).
Resolution comprises a sequence of transitions, initialized with A as the query and
0 = 0  and S  set to true; transitions halt when A is empty: o  and S  represent the final 
result.
Semantic Meaning within the above system is related to the least model of a program; 
the concept of ‘least’ being defined under set inclusion with regard to subsets of the 
Herbrand base and under lattice inclusion with respect to fuzzy values within the Borel 
set B ([0,1]). Thus, following [136], we define semantic meaning as follows. Firstly, 
suppose V  is a fuzzy definite program and B r  is the Herbrand base (the set of all
ground atoms) of V, Tp is a one-step logical consequence operator (as defined above)
for the fuzzy program, P , that acts on the model I  (also referred to as an interpretation
1 = < B /, Vi >) such that;
Tp(I) = I '  (4.10)
with
I ' =< Bp, Vp >, (4.11)
where we have that
Bp =  {A G Bp} (4.12)
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and
W )  =  l >  e ^ d 0-1!)} (4-13)
i.e., B j is a subset of the Herbrand base, and Vj is a corresponding allocation of truth 
values (with zeros otherwise under the default closed world assumption).
The meaning of a fuzzy program, V, is then its least fixed point1, lfp(Tp) =  I, 
(T'p(I) = I), with respect to the allocation of fuzzy values to predicates from its 
Herbrand base, where I  is considered an interpretation. We thus equate the notion of 
a least model, / ,  with stability under the operation of resolution, such that all facts 
within I  are consistent with each other, being thus either axiomatic or provable from 
axioms. This notion will become important later when we subsume fuzzy Prolog within 
a hierarchical Euler-Lagrange framework, for which I  will constitute a set of internal or 
virtual system states representing the logical completion of the sparse fuzzy ‘perceptual’ 
input p (i.e., we query over all atoms relating to possible perceptual input, such that the 
complete set of instantiated variables and associated truth values in the program V  thus 
constitute the world model). The least model is thus the optimally self-consistent world 
model on the basis of an Occam’s-razor-like closed world assumption. This means that 
a self-consistent world model incorporating the sparse perceptual facts and Highway 
Code/ECOM rules can be created via exhaustive querying of the input predicates.
In the following, we shall set out to show how the least fixed-point I  (constituting the 
logic-level virtual road model V^09 existing at time t in our application domain), may 
be related, in an online fashion, to the logic-level virtual system state, rl°9 used in the 
second level of the PACFs.
1 Fixed points of the operator Tv  are the Herbrand models for V,  where the least fixed point (Ifp) 
of Tp  is the least Herbrand model of the program V.  The least Herbrand model is the smallest subset 
of B p  that models the program V.
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4.5 The Euler-Lagrange Sym bolic/ Sub-sym bolic P ercep­
tion  - A ction  Interface
In this section we show how an online layer-adaptation can be carried out in the pro­
posed framework using an Euler-Lagrange approach. Most importantly the multiplic­
ative separability of feedback factors within the interlayer Jacobian ([140]) is demon­
strated. We would conclude with a worked derivation using the example of a protocol- 
driven driver assistance system (as given in [140]), and demonstrate algorithmically 
how the multiplicative factor arises in practice.
4.5 .1  A d ap ta tion  o f  a Layer
We begin by defining the following terms: pt is the percept at time t, rt is the internal 
state at time t, at is the action at time t, c* is the control at time f, ft  is the feedback 
at time t, and pt is the expected percept a time t. We also define two mappings u and 
v. The mapping v is the internal state update
n+ i =v(ct, p(pt -  P t),n) , (4.14)
where p is the prediction error function, which typically saturates for large arguments. 
The internal state is updated as a function of top-down control, the internal state, 
and the prediction error. Usually, a small prediction error leads to a small update 
(rt+i ~  rt), otherwise the control signal requests a change. The mapping u is the 
prediction generation
Pt = u{n) , (4.15)
which produces an expected percept depending on the internal state. Thus, the internal 
state models the process generating incoming percepts (i.e., the sensory inputs on the 
lowest level or the output from the lower level PACFs). A subset of the prediction is sent 
down as a control signal to the next lower level which might influence the processing
of the lower levels (process adaptation), and a subset is sent up as a feedback signal,
representing an abstraction of the incoming information.
The feedback, i.e., r(t), influences the state vector r<+i and causing internal adaptation 
through (4.14). Furthermore, it might cause changes in the control signal for a future
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Figure 4.3: State diagram of two interacting PACFs GM (grounding module) and SP (sym­
bolic processing) with the internal states r and rl°9 and the percepts p = detections and pl°9 
= f  (the feedback from GM). The predictions are p = predictions and pl°9. Furthermore, the 
SP controls through al°9 = c the GM, but there is no action a of the GM. Also, there is no 
control of the SP cl°9 . The feedback of SP is f l°9 = symbolic output. Finally, z~l denotes a 
unit time delay.
time step (cWc). Actions might lead to novel percepts with unknown delay pt+tp • A 
scheme for two interacting PACFs for grounding and logic (i.e., symbolic) processing 
is illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
The goal of each layer is to achieve a low prediction error p(pt -  Pt) and at the same 
time to update the internal state as little as possible (we already introduced a flavour 
of this concept in Section 2.9). The first criterion is obvious: if the prediction error is 
low, the system provides good predictions of percepts caused by its actions, i.e., the 
system shows a high degree of flexibility to model percept-action loops. The second
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point might be less obvious, but has partly been discussed in [117] and can be further 
motivated by minimising efforts to change the system and by implicitly requiring the 
control to be smooth.
One implication of the action-precedes-perception paradigm is that actions are con­
tinuous for consistent trajectories through percept space. However, percept space is 
discontinuous and therefore it is easier to measure the consistency of percept sequences 
by continuity of actions. Therefore, we consider fewer changes of the control signals as 
an indicator for correct feedback. This corresponds to the generalisation capability of 
the layer under consideration.
4 .5 .2  A n  Im p le m e n ta tio n  o f  L e a rn in g
Our proposed solution to formulate the learning problem that we face is in terms of 
an objective function that is to be minimised [140]. A good prediction is required 
independently of what the control and the percept pt are (fidelity). Furthermore, 
small changes in the percepts should cause small changes of the internal state r. These 
requirements result in,
where is some error norm applied to the gradient of r, e.g., the L 1-norm (which will 
basically count the occurrences of changes of r ) . This term acts as a regularization term
term with p is the prediction error function, already introduced in the previous section. 
In order to optimise this equation, (4.14) and (4.15) are plugged in,
Thus the objective function is expressed in terms of the current internal state, percept, 
and control.
The control signal c< is obtained from the SP (logic) layer as a function of the previous 
state r t- i  (Fig. 4.3): c* =  L(rt~i) (where L is an abstraction of the whole of the upper
(u,«) =  J  { i'd  Vpn+1 1) +  p(pt -  Pt)} dot dpt (4.16)
that punishes too frequent changes of the internal state (so to say a laziness term). The
£ (u,v) = J{ '$r(\Vpv(ct ,p (u (r t)-p t) ,n )\)- \-p (u (r t) - p t ) } d c t dpt (4.17) 
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part of Fig. 4.3, i.e., a ‘black box’ for logic layer from the perspective of the lower layer) 
with the Jacobian,
J ( r ‘ - l )  = È  ( 4 ' 1 8 )
The partial derivatives w.r.t. the components in rt—i that are not part of the feedback 
f t - i  vanish, and the Jacobian describes the input-output (feedback /  /  control c) 
behaviour of the logic layer as a black-box. The Jacobian becomes a factor in the 
integrand of the objective function by substituting Cf and by replacing,
v(r t-i,u (r t),P t,n ) = v(L (rt-i),p(u(rt) - P t ) ,n )  (4-19)
(v is a re-parametrisation of v, including the functions L  in order to obtain a system 
that just contains u, v as functions, and variables p, r), we obtain;
e(u,v) =  J  {^(\vp(r t-i,u (r t),p t,n )\) + p{u(rt) -  p t)}J (n - i)  d n -td p t  (4.20)
The advantage of this new formulation is that the objective function can be minimised 
without explicitly evaluating the logic layer: It is sufficient to know the Jacobian.
The objective function is solved with the standard approach of steepest descent on the 
Euler-Lagrange equations (where the argument of v is omitted)
0 =  £u =  {\vp\)pr~iVp,u +  p'{u(rt) — Pt)}J(rt- i )  (4-21)
\Vp\
0 = Sÿ =  — divp / ^(l^pDpX"!" =  —lPz/(|ûp|)ûppJ(rt_i) (4.22)
I \v p \  )
In order to get the equations for v instead of v, v is substituted back. Note that from 
Equation 4.19 we have vp =  - v pff by applying the chain rule.
The first equation performs a descent of the two terms of the objective function, i.e., it 
reduces simultaneously the number of state changes and the prediction error, weighted 
by the Jacobian. Thus the Jacobian steers the relevance of the error towards state 
change. The second equation avoids highly curved update functions stabilising the 
result by enforcing a local linearisation of the update function. Thus, the first term in 
(4.21) and the term in (4.22) have a smoothing effect on v and it, whereas the second 
term in (4.22) improves fidelity.
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As said above, we obtain the mappings u and v by gradient descent:
Unew = 'Mold (4.23)
'Mnew — 'Mold (4.24)
for some suitable step-lengths a  and which might also vary with time. Using a linear 
model for it, we get u{rt) = urrt.
Considering the Euler-Lagrange equation (4.21) and (4.22) in detail, it can be noted 
that the Jacobian of the next higher level directly influences the updates of the mapping 
it and v: it might suppress or amplify updates depending on the relevance for further 
processing. Updates are in effect logically-weighted. The system so constructed is thus 
capable of iterative top-down/bottom-up adaptive learning.
This is crucial to the symbolic/ sub-symbolic integration proposed in this chapter; the 
multiplicative separability of the Jacobian within the Euler-Lagrange equations im­
plies that we can treat the logic level as a ‘black box’ that modulates learning on the 
lower level; avoiding the requirements for explicitly combining fuzzy and stochastic al­
gorithms, or give a composite closed-form solution. Instead, we can simply consider 
only the Jacobian interface. To do this, in this chapter we shall functionalise the relev­
ant logical components of the declarative reasoning module as follows. This will later 
enable us to adapt the process for online learning.
4 .5 .3  Im plem en tin g  Fuzzy T h eorem  P rov in g  w ith  a PA C E
In the following, we assume that we have generated a least-hxed-point (Ifp) logical 
interpretation at time t, i.e., V^09. We now wish to relate this to a logic-level virtual 
system state, rltog used in the PACE.
Thus,
v l09 =  lfp(Tpt) (4.25)
where the logic program Vt is given here as a tuple separating facts and clauses (given 
the logical predicate Ts-past’) i.e.,
Vt —< At'{Is-past(t -  t') A Pt-t>}, R  > (4.26)
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(such that R  is the clause set embodying the Highway Code and ECOM rules in our 
application domain). The symbol ‘A*/’ indicates the union via conjunction over all t'; 
t' > 0), i.e., all previous time instances. V  is thus an amalgam of the historical percep­
tual observations and the known a priori rules. The program Vt is thus regenerated 
with each temporal iteration t =  t +  1 (far more complex approaches to temporal logic 
in the context of uncertainty are possible, cf e.g., [68], however, the current approach 
is sufficient for our purposes). Note that we write pt as a shorthand for < p t,v ' pt > 
i.e., we always consider the atomic percepts pt along with their variables’ fuzzy mem­
bership allocations.
We may equate rltog with Vt via reasoning as follows. A fact g may be amalgamated 
with a program V  that already embodies the facts F  and rules R  so as to create a new 
program V 1 via the relation,
-p' =  p A P  = <  g A Ê , #  >  (4.27)
The logic-level PACE prediction generation,
Pt+i =  u ^ { r l°3,Pt) (4.28)
can thus be modelled on the logic layer by updating Vt so as to include the current 
perceptual observations pt i.e.,
V't — Isjcurrent(t) Apt AV t (4.29)
A query,
v  4- pt+i? (4.30)
directed at the program determines the predicted future perceptual state pt+i- We 
denote this as,
'Pt {Pt+i = P m ?} (4.31)
Hence, the function ul°9 is defined as;
Pt+i = ul09(rlt09,pt) = V !t {pt+i = v i pt+i?} : P tz =  rlt°9 Apt A Is-current(t) (4.32)
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Actions a are passed back to the lower PACF in the form of modified confidences on pt 
derived from the extrapolation of the globally-consistent model i.e., a = pt.
There is no control specified on the topmost logic layer (if this were to exist it would 
perhaps function as a clause update or rule induction procedure). Thus we can write 
for the state updater;
r !oa =  (4.33)
This is thus the temporal update function that performs the update equation;
rlt°9 = p t A  Isjpast(pt) A (4.34)
implicit in the above.
In the above, ul°9 and vl°9 thus perform the same functions on the logic level as they do 
on the lower level; they perform the internal state updating and prediction generation 
in a manner that both minimises the prediction error (i.e., we accumulate temporal 
context until the least fixed point Tp(I) = I  forms a sufficiently consistent world 
model such that new perceptual input that obeyed the domain code rules does not 
contradict the fuzzy constraints on the model); they also minimise the internal state 
updates (i.e., once sufficient temporal context is accumulated, the model only changes
in terms of the temporal updating of states, all remaining predication constituting a
self-consistent fixed-point Tp(I) = I )2.
The Jacobian ‘interface’ can thus now be formally written as;
However, because of the multiplicative separability of the Jacobian, and corresponding 
modulation of the Euler-Lagrange minimisation via the declarative fuzzy querying, we
2Note that p  is sparse with respect to V l°9 as a whole, as well as being limited to a single temporal
slice, and so we would not expect much change in r log (the ‘global’ perceptual picture) unless p  is
a critical predicate (assuming that p  is globally consistent). Thus, in general, to a first order of
approximation, r log is modified only in terms of the fuzzy truth values referring to p. However, for
the cases with only a few predicates, the change in r log is disproportionately large due to the lack of
constraint on V log.
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are free to treat the logic in its native fuzzy-resolution based-form, without having to 
derive a closed-form solution for this process. That is, we can maintain the online 
gradient descent, allowing the logic system to make whatever discrete changes to the 
update step sizes that accumulated context compels it to do.
4 .5 .4  T he Influence o f th e  L ogic-level on  th e  Jacobian: (A  W orked  
E xam ple)
A motivating environment for our work is the area of cognitive driver assistance systems. 
In this environment, we have a protocol driven domain described by a priori rules (i.e., 
the Highway Code). The theoretical process above can thus be intuitively related to 
this practical domain by considering the following (very simplified) example.
Consider the following detector predicates describing key aspects of the current and 
immediately preceding road configuration:
objjposleftjroad{carA,current) <— [0.7] 
obj-pos-road(carA, past) <— [0.9] 
velJ e ftwards(carA, current) <- [0.8]
Here, obj indicates object, vel indicates velocity, pos indicates car-relative road position. 
Thus, the predicate instantiation objjpos Je ft-road(car A , current) refers to a vehicle 
with label ca r.l currently on the left-hand side of the drivers current road. Similarly, 
objjposjroad(carA,past) implies that car_l occupied either side of the road in the 
preceding interval, since the driver’s car entered the junction (i.e., it has not only just, 
in the current interval, entered the drivers road), vel Je ftwards(car A , current) implies 
that car_l has a velocity component to the left of the current road.
Suppose we also have the following clause determining driver’s (ECOM) intention:
driver Jntention(turn Je f t ,  X ) 4- Tpro(i{objjposJeftjroad(X, current),
objjposjroad(X, past), 
velJeftw ards(X , current))
where X  varies over car objects.
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Figure 4.4: Graph of the Product T-norm defined over the interval [0,1]
Instead of using the complete Borel set we use discrete confidence values defining the 
truth values for each fuzzy predicate (i.e., feature input) - though recall that these are 
particular instances of a Borel set, rather than standard fuzzy membership values. We 
apply the simple Product T-norm  in this case (refer to Section 2.8.4), Tprod(x: y) — x -y  
(i.e., an ordinary product of two real numbers).
The product T-norm is a strict Archimedean t-norm semantically used for strong con­
junction in fuzzy logic (refer to Fig. 4.4).
Here, we are thus provided with three temporal facts,
obj _pos_lef t _road ( car_l, current), 
obj _pos_road(car_l,past), 
vel_leftwards(car_l,current)
whose truth values are the unitary intervals [0.7, 0.7], [0.9, 0.9], and [0.8, 0.8], re­
spectively, and a fuzzy clause for the driverJntention predicate, which is defined by an 
aggregation operator that is a Product T-norm.
Let us consider a fuzzy goal, which seeks to allocate a truth value to the proposition
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driver Jntention(turn Je f t ,  X):
p  y -  d r iv e r _ in t e n t io n ( t u r n _ le f t ,X )  ? (4.36)
The first transition in the computation (see Equation 4.9) would be (for initially null 
0 :
( { ( d r iv e r _ in t e n t io n ( t u r n _ le f t ,X ) ) } , £ , tr u e )  ->• ({o b j_ p o s_ le ft_ ro a d (X , c u r r e n t)
, obj_pos_road(X , p a s t )  ,v e l_ le f t w a r d s ( X ,c u r r e n t ) },
P  — (  (/^ ob j_ p o s_ le ftj:o a d  * /^ ob j.p osjroad ) * /^ v e l- le f tw a r d s )  )
the goal is unified with the clause and the constraint corresponding to Product T-norm 
is added. The next transition leads to the state:
( { v e l - l e f  tw ard s (X , c u r r e n t)  } ,  {ob j _pos_road(X , p a s t  ) } ,  {X = c a r _ l} ,
P> — (  (/^obj-posJL eftjroad  ’ /h>bj_pos_road) * /A r e l- le ftw a r d s)  A / i 0bj_p os_ left_road -  0 . 7 )
after obj jpos Je  fFroad(X , current) is unified with obj .pos Je  ft-road(car A , current) 
and the constraint defining the tru th  value of the fact is added, the computation follows 
towards the next iteration:
( { v e l_ le f tw a r d s  (X, C u rren t)}, {X = C ar_l}, p  =  ((/G b j.p o sJ L eftJ ro a d  • /h jb j.p o sjro a d ) • 
M velJLeftwards )  A  /^obj_pos_left_road— 0  . 7  A  /robj_pos_road— 0 . 9 )
The computation ends with the following iteration:
( { } )  {X  = C ar_l}, / i  =  (  ( /io b j_ p o s_ le ft_ ro a d  ' /A>bj_pos_road) ‘ /^ v e l- le f tw a r d s )  A  
Atobj_p os_ left_road =  0 .  7  A  /Tobj_pos_road=  0  . 9  A / r Ve l_ le ftw a r d s=  0 . 8 )
Thus, since:
P  =  (  (/^ obj_pos_left_road  ' /h>bj_pos_road) ‘ /^ v e l- le f  twards )  A  /iob  j  _pos_lef t_road“  0 . 7 A  
A^obj_pos_road=  0 .  9  A /T Ve l_ le ftw a r d s— 0 . 8
entails p G [0.50,0.50], the answer to the query driverJntention(turnJeft,X) is X  = 
car.l with its truth value in the unitary interval [0.50, 0.50]. Thus given any arbitrary
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truth values for the fuzzy facts:
obj _ p o s_ le f t  _road (X, T ) , 
obj _pos jro a d (X , T ) , 
v e l_ le f tw a r d s (X , T)
i.e., [xl, xl], [x2, x2j, and [x3, x3], respectively, the tru th  value for the driver intention 
can be summarized into the following general formula:
/^intention — {îprod C//obj_pos_left_road) /^obj_pos_driverjroad> /^velJLeftwards) A 
/^obj_pos_left_road~ Xl A /^ obj_pos_road— x2 A /^vel_leftwards= x3}
where Pintention E [0,1]. Thus Pintention — x l  x x2 x  x3 in this very simplified case.
If we thus treat Pintention as the simplified output al°9 from the logical level with respect 
to changes in P =  {Pobj-posJeft-road) Pobjjposjroadi p ve lJef  tw a rd s }i then the Jacobian QqIoq 
becomes:
dn^ log = [x2 x xS x l  x xS x l  x x2] (4.37)
The Jacobian interfacing of the fuzzy-logic resolution module is similarly applicable in 
any deductive scenario. We have thus integrated explicit symbolic processing with the 
stochastic lower-level perception-action learning in the context of a variational Euler- 
Lagrange framework, and demonstrated that this mapping can be applied in an online 
context. Crucially, the error of the in-situ P-A mapping exhibits convergent behaviour, 
both for the single layer and also the two layer system, provided that the symbolic 
processing in the latter provides appropriate priors.
Having thus successfully interfaced the symbolic and sub-symbolic levels of the PACF 
system we hence turn now to an experimental evaluation of the capabilities of the 
system equipped with this top-down/bottom-up learning capability.
4.6 Experim ental A pplications
In the following section we demonstrate the capability of the composite system within 
the context of the ECOM model of driver intentionality specified in the Introduction.
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We thus consider the following experimental domains consisting of quantitative, and 
qualitative evaluation scenarios to illustrate these capabilities.
E xperim en tal D om ain 1 is quantitative and seeks to isolate the performance 
of the two-layer black-box feedback loop. We demonstrate quantitatively that 
feedback improves lower-level learning in isolation.
E xperim en tal D om ain 2 is qualitative and demonstrates the novel capabilities 
enabled by online deductive resolution in a P-A mapping context. In particular 
we demonstrate that the fuzzy logic system is able to update predicates and 
their confidences in an appropriate fashion (enabling complex behaviour such as 
adaptive symbol tethering) when four changing online scenarios are considered.
E xperim en tal D om ain 3 is quantitative and it seeks to perform an accuracy 
evaluation of the in-situ SP module for a number of different junction scene 
complexity scenarios.
E xperim en tal D om ain 4 is also quantitative and it seeks to evaluate SP mod­
ule’s ability to provide important top-down constraints on low-level detections in 
a more challenging situation where detector predicates lack any associated con­
fidence functions (hence multiple detections are asserted being simultaneously 
logically True).
4 .6 .1  E xp erim en t on  Learning w ith  S im ulated  Inter-Layer Feedback
In Section 4.5, we indicated how learning could be embedded at each level into the 
hierarchical framework, exploiting inter-layer feedback and control during training. The 
rationale for this approach may be compactly stated in the hypothesis that learning 
with inter-layer feedback results in improved performance of the trained layer and thus 
the overall system.
The key result of Section 4.5 was thus the characterisation of the inter-layer feedback via 
an appealingly simple modification of single layer learning in terms of a multiplicative 
factor, see Equation (4.21) and (4.22). This feedback factor allows for the verification
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of the hypothesis above in isolation, i.e., without using a particular implementation of 
the next higher level. Instead, we can assume a certain behaviour of that level, choose a 
suitable learning algorithm for the layer under consideration, and compare the learning 
performance with and without feedback.
The tracking aspect of lowest layer of the driver assistance system is chosen from [140] 
for this experiment, (also present in the ECOM model given in the Introduction), for 
which an online version of the method proposed in [40] is used to train the system 
model of the objects under consideration. The method ([140]) produces a prediction of 
the object position at each subsequent time step. The difference between the current 
position of the object pt and prediction u(rt) is used to update the system model. 
The feedback factor is introduced by weighting this error. The experiment involves a 
comparison of the accuracy of the tracker with and without the feedback factor.
In a typical mode of operation, the second layer in the P-A framework hierarchy is 
expected to control the feedback factor as follows: if the symbolic layer deduces that the 
current situation is unknown to the system, the tracker would initially be expected to 
work poorly, but with the occurrence of subsequent rapid (re-)learning. On the contrary 
if the system already has a knowledge of the current situation from the past, the 
tracker is expected to be accurate and the main cause of discrepancies between tracker 
prediction and observation will most likely have originated from detection failures.
Assuming a fixed detection failure rate and an asymptotic convergence of the tracking 
quality towards optimal performance (i.e., in the case of a novel learning scenario), a 
suitable model for a well-behaved feedback factor is the decaying sequence [140]:
J irt) — Anin («/max — Anm) ^   ^ (4.38)
where o, b are parametric constants. Jmin is the feedback factor appropriate to the 
underlying fixed detection failure rate.
In order to perform a quantitative evaluation, synthetic data is provided ([140]) which 
is very close to the sequences of traffic sign detections in the driver assistance scenario. 
An assumption is made of a camera on a moving platform (facing ahead) with a velocity 
within some range and the possibility for the front wheels to steer within a set of angular
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•>
F ig u r e  4.5: Two examples for the generated synthetic data. The images show the 3D point 
traces in pinhole projection. The black line indicates the horizon.
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Table 4.1: Accuracy results using simulated Inter-Layer Feedback
Number of runs > 40 Relative
Feedback Type Median Error Accuracy x 100%
No Feedback M i  =  0.0421 
Constant (J  = 0.5) M 2 = 0.0409 
Variable Aig =  0.0386
( 1 - $ 9  =2.85 
’ 1 -  Xif ■' = ®'®2
range. 3D positions are randomly placed in a plane above the ground-plane. These 3D 
positions are then projected into a pinhole camera model. The resulting 2D points are 
then distorted by noise and outliers. Thus simulating the situation in which online P-A 
mapping at the higher level weights the error on the mapping of control input (i.e., 
steering) to relative object velocities, with the higher level anticipating an increase in 
accuracy of the relation between steering and position over time. Two examples of such 
sequences are depicted in Fig. 4.5. Evaluation of tracking performance is carried out 
against the ground-truth.
The results of more than 40 runs of the experiment (refer to Table 4.1) can be summar­
ized as follows: The median error without any feedback is at about 4% of the image 
width (the images in Fig. 4.5 are 500 pixels wide). Introducing a constant feedback 
factor results in the best case (J = 0.5) in a relative accuracy improvement of % 3%. 
Using Equation (4.38) with Jmax = 1, Jmin = 0.2, 6=1 ,  and a — 2 results in an overall 
relative accuracy improvement of «  6%. This improvement varies very little through 
the different datasets and minor modifications of the feedback parameter.
A comparison against a standard alternative method is carried out by implementing 
a multiple hypothesis tracking with winner-takes-all association of detections (in the 
sense of [140]). Points in a frame are always associated to the spatially closest point 
in the previous frame, with the assumption of an unknown motion model. As such 
all motion is modelled as noise. The results obtained (as in [140]) show improvement 
compared to the noise level, however they are not as good as using a constant feedback 
factor. In this case accuracy is about 3.5% better than the baseline method (i.e., in the 
absence of any feedback).
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Figure 4.6: Typical symbol processing module output, with all visualisable predicates (signs, 
cars, road topologies) represented by icons with alpha-blending proportional to fuzzy confidence 
(logically deduced path trajectories of other moving objects are indicated by yellow arrows, 
intentions by red arrows).
Hence, we conclude that our hypothesis holds and that a suitable top-down feedback 
can in fact improve the learning performance. It now remains to demonstrate in this 
thesis that higher-level symbol processing can indeed purvey an appropriate contextual 
model for providing feedback. This will be discussed in the following sections.
4.6 .2  In -S itu  SP M odule Scenarios
The following experimental setup comprises a body of fuzzy clauses constituted along 
the lines indicated in Section 4.4 to describe the environment of a driver-assistance 
system implementing the ECOM model of the Introduction. The outcome of fuzzy 
deductive resolution is thus a set of detector predicate re-weightings, for which the 
fuzzy confidences are a measure of the top-down certainty of the detection when the 
full (spatial/temporal) context is taken into account.
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A visual illustration of the maximally self-consistent world model deduced by the logic 
system is depicted in Fig. 4.6. This consists in a top-down view of the road junction, 
with all of the visualisable learned associations and detector predication included as 
icons. Fuzzy confidences are indicated via alpha-blending, so that opacity is propor­
tional to confidence (this applies to all entities; road-topology, cars, signs etc). Higher- 
level junction traversing ECOM intentions are indicated as red arrows; expected path 
trajectories (of other moving objects) are depicted as yellow arrows. Where an entity 
(e.g., a sign) is of unknown type, then the entity is depicted via a question mark icon.
In giving a qualitative illustration of how higher-level symbol processing provides an 
appropriate contextual model for generating feedback over the Jacobian, we look, in 
particular at four scenarios capable of illustrating the possibilities enabled by top- 
down /bottom-up learning:
1. The logical completion (filling-in) of sparse detector predication i.e., the supplying 
of object confidences even in the absence of detections (and detector predication).
2. Adaptive appearance-label/semantic logic association: in particular, online attach­
ing of detector output labels to their functional meanings within the SP system.
3. Track Resolution: This is a top-down process that uses the logic system to identify 
when two distinctly-labelled car tracks correspond in fact to the same object (this 
is the problem of entity resolution in logic). Note that the low-level car tracker 
allocates track label greedily - i.e., as soon as track-continuity is lost, a new track 
identification label is issued.
4. Predicted observable driver objects: Prediction of Driver Behaviour at Traffic 
Signs/Lights.
Scenario 2 and 3 are top-down processes intended to exemplify Slomans’ notion of sym­
bol tethering [133], wherein an extensible logic system can build on a partially-grounded 
set of symbols in order to derive a fully grounded symbol set. Thus, ultimately, the sys­
tem would be able to acquire e.g. novel sign types, by taking novel perceptual clusters
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F ig u re  4.7: Confidence of Intention (vert, axis) vs Time (horiz. axis).
identified by the computer vision system and attaching the appropriate functional se­
mantic label to them from the a priori Highway Code rules. We will be looking at 
these scenarios in sequence:
Scenario 1: Logical com pletion of sparse d e tec to r p red ication
This scenario represents the default mode of the logic system in the application context, 
where it attempts to form a stabilised model rl°9 from the sparse low-level inputs (recall 
that real input data constitutes only a small fraction of the total set of idealized high- 
way-code-relevant detectors).
Fig. 4.7 shows the logic system’s accuracy of predicted ECOM intention over time for 
the most complex junction traverse scenario (i.e., a left turn) the symbolic output for 
which is depicted in Fig. 4.6. In particular, this scenario implicates sign, road and car 
detectors, as well as gaze and steering input in order to deduce a left-turn intention 
(Note that turn indicators are blanked out in this scenario, in order to render the 
deduction non-trivial).
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We additionally represent the situation of unstable control inputs by randomly blanking 
the steering angle control input with a probability of 50% for each frame (i.e., steering 
angle is multiplied with a binary 0 or 1, taken from a uniform random distribution). 
Both plots in Fig. 4.7 indicate that accuracy increases with time as more temporal 
context is accrued, consistent with our online learning paradigm. As may also be seen, 
very little accuracy is lost using the noisy data set; the stabilized model r log is largely 
impervious to absence of input predication provided that sufficient deductive context 
can be obtained from elsewhere.
Scenario 2: Context Based Semantic Association of Appearance Labels
In the ECOM/Highway Code-based logic system, any specific sign detector will instan­
tiate the predicate sign, e.g., sign(stop^sign).
However, in the following illustration of the system’s capabilities, we alter the sign 
detectors so as to instantiate the predicate sign with some unknown, but distinct label, 
thereby retaining the sign-detection predication associated with sign detection, but 
depriving the system of any knowledge of sign type i.e., we assert the uninstantiated 
predicate sign(XJ) on detecting any particular sign i.
We thus simulate the situation in which a generic sign detector has identified some 
novel class of sign on the basis of its distinct appearance (i.e., it occurs in a distinct 
perceptual cluster to the other signs), but which is of unknown type. However the sign 
type is certain to appear in the Highway Code, as contained within the logic system. 
The goal is then to perform the online attachment of the sign detector output labels to 
their functional meanings within the logic system i.e., carry out semantic attachment.
We therefore have to associate the driving context (i.e., the behaviour of the driver and 
the other cars with respect to the world model) with a specific a priori sign type. As an 
additional complicating factor in the following, the specific traffic light states red-light 
and green-light also have their semantic associations removed (i.e., so that a predicate 
light(LJ) is asserted instead of light(Green) or light(Red) when a light is detected. In 
the two examples illustrated (Fig. 4.8 and 4.10), we express the confidence of symbol
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F ig u r e  4.8: Confidence in Association of Class ID: 4 with green traffic-light over four junction 
traverses.
attachment in terms of a fuzzy variable plotted over time as a driving sequence (which 
included several junction traverses) progresses.
In the first example, Fig. 4.8, we see the progressive confidence in the association of a 
specific label (Class ID: 4) with green traffic-light. Note, in particular, the increasing 
confidence with t as data accrues. Fig. 4.9 is a GUI-based illustration of a class label 
(Class ID: 0) association with stop-sign. The alpha-blending mimics the confidence 
of this sign/label association. This increases with subsequent scenarios comprising a 
similar stopping-behaviour by the driver.
In the second example, Fig. 4.10, an initially wrong association of a label (Class ID: 
0) is made with the semantic class give-way sign, whereas in fact it is a stop sign.
We see that the confidence ‘flips’ to the correct association stop sign when former as­
sociation becomes untenable after sufficient accrual of contextual data from the other 
detectors. (All other things being equal, Give-way signs and Stop signs are only func­
tionally distinguishable from each other in relation to the behaviour of the driver’s car 
with respect to other vehicles traversing the junction).
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(b) Sign (stop label) associated
17.Aug.2010 14.42:39 *2#
(c) Sign (stop label) associated
F ig u re  4.9: Association of (Class ID: 0) with Stop sign, initially the symbolic system lags 
knowledge of the new sign-type detected (4.9a), based on the stopping behaviour of the driver 
the new sign-type is associated with sign-label Stop (4.9b, 4.9c).
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F ig u re  4.10: Confidences in Association of ID: 0 with Stop sign/Give-way sign over time.
Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 shows a GUI-based illustration of the above scenario. An initial 
wrong association of unknown sign type with (Give-way) (Fig. 4.11b) enables the 
symbolic level to prompt a behaviour-discrepancy when the driver applies brakes at a 
similar sign-type (checking for inconsistent driver behaviour with its previously learned 
sign-type/label association), however subsequent correct stopping behaviour (Fig. 4.12) 
forces the symbolic system to redefine its sign-label associations. It is worth noting that 
the discrepancy flags disappear with the flipping of sign/class-label association.
Scenario 3: C ar (junction  moving objects) Track R esolu tion
This scenario applies to the case where logic system identifies distinctly-labelled car 
tracks with the same moving (car) object. Each individual car object is associated 
with a classJD  and trackJD. Since real scenarios are not perfect, and there is a high 
probability of intermittent tracking errors, a single car object might be associated 
with a number of different track IDs over time. The symbolic system tries to cluster 
several different track IDs, based on individual (coarse-grained) velocities, positional 
predicates, and also configuration predicates, and label them as a single car.objecf
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(c) Symbolic system prompts discrepancy
F ig u re  4.11: Unknown sign detected, no brakes applied by driver (4.11a). Wrong association 
of (Class ID: 0) with Give-way sign due to driver’s incorrect behaviour (4.11b). Symbolic system 
prompts discrepancy when driver applies brakes at the (presumed Give-way) sign (4.11c).
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(c) Sign-label association flips to Stop from Giveway
F ig u re  4.12: Scenarios in 4.11c onwards to 4.12a; 4.12b and 4.12c illustrate correct behaviour 
of driver a t the (presumed) Give-way sign, thus there is a gradual increase in Stop confidence 
of sign-label association, while decrease in Give-way sign-label association.
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Figure 4.13: Track IDs (i.e., 7, 9, 26 etc.,) added to a single car-obj-duster label by the 
logic system over time (as new track IDs are sent through by the low-level car tracker). In this 
example we have four successive different track IDs for the same car object. Note the sparsity 
implicit within the tracker data (due to track-continuity loss).
depending on their relative navigational trajectories across junction. This is a top-down 
process where the logic system brings about continuity for sparse tracking inputs, i.e., 
filling in the gaps by continually accruing all track IDs under the same label that are 
logically infered to be the same object. For multiple car objects on junctions, the logic 
system is expected to form separate clusters each relating to a separate set of track IDs 
for each individual moving car object. Fig. 4.13 represents an example scenario where 
a single car object traverses across the junction (opposite-road to driver-side). In this 
case, the same car object is given a different track ID (i.e., 7, 9, 26 etc.,) over time due 
to intermittent loss in track-continuity. The logic system associates each separate track 
ID to a single car m bj-duster label, accruing additional tracks to the same cluster (if 
deemed logically consistent). In logic terms this utilises the fact that, if a car object 
enters a junction it must remain in the junction (i.e., the junction occupancy predicate 
— { True}) until and unless it exits the junction via a logically consistent path trajectory.
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Scenario 4: P red ic tio n  of D river B ehaviour a t Traffic Signs
The SP module (logic system) continually tries to create a maximally self-consistent 
world model given the predicate inputs from the low-level detectors. One important out­
put from the SP module is the prediction of driver’s behaviour using past/present pre­
dicate (detector) inputs, visualizable learned traffic signs/lights detections/associations 
and driver-gaze behaviour. Some of these predicted driver behaviours comprise braking,
Running past STOP sign
— ODO 
— PODO
— velocity
Stopping af^TOP sign
— velocity
< 15
Figure 4.14: Predicted brake pressure (PODO) and observed brake pressure (ODO) together 
with car velocity is shown for two different scenarios.
accelerating, steering etc., (these are known as PODO i.e., predicted observable driver 
output in our experimental scenarios), while actual driver behaviour is known as ODO, 
(i.e., observable driver output). Using the predicted information SP module generates 
discrepancies if the predicted driver behaviour contradicts the actual behaviour, thus 
the logic system not only learns sign/light label associations from driver behaviour,
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Figure 4.15: GUI-based illustration of the discrepancy generated because of contradiction 
between observed and (SP) predicted behaviours.
it also checks whether the driver’s behaviour is consistent with the previously learned 
traffic sign/lights associations (e.g., stopping at a pre-learned stop sign). Fig. 4.14 
illustrates two different driver behaviours while approaching a stop sign on a junction. 
In the first case, the driver did not stop at the stop sign, causing a sufficiently high dis­
crepancy between ODO and PODO (refer to Fig. 4.15 for a GUI-based illustration to 
trigger a discrepancy flag), while in the second scenario, the driver stopped at the stop 
sign, causing a relatively low (ideally null) contradiction between PODO and ODO.
4.6 .3  In -S itu  SP  M odule P erform ance E valuation
In this section we evaluate the in-situ SP module performance against ground-truth 
across a dataset consisting of 142 different junction navigation scenarios recorded at an 
experimental test track (i.e., comprising a cross-junction). Refer to Appendix A.2 for 
further details. Given a specific test scenario, we evaluate the accuracy of the system 
in labelling different elements (e.g., traffic lights, signs, other vehicles) and prediction 
of (ECOM) driver intentions (at different complexity levels) in the scene using a basic 
error metric. This also enables us to determine the performance of the logic system in 
predicting the driver’s behaviour by comparing predicted behaviour and driver actions 
with the discrepancy flags issued at inconsistent situations.
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Three different levels of complexity have been evaluated (in the current experiments 
all three levels are non-trivial). Each level comprises a set of Highway Code-relevant 
challenges as follows (note that scene complexity i.e., density of Highway Code-related 
entities increase according to each subsequent level):
Level 1: At this level, only a single sign or a traffic-light is introduced to the SP 
learning module, allowing the SP module to learn (associate the class-label with) 
the functional meaning of the traffic sign-type or light-state, according to driver’s 
behaviour (consistent with the Highway Code).
Level 2: Novel behaviours by the driver are introduced at this level, i.e., indic­
ators (signalling) with respect to car-turning.
Level 3: Additional entities are added that substantially increases feature-level 
complexity, i.e., other moving objects are also introduced onto the junction e.g., 
pedestrians and cars.
This evaluation of the SP module is carried out for scene labelling and ECOM-based 
driver intention labelling. Scene labelling comprises assessing the presence or absence 
of a specific traffic sign/light type, associating the meaning (sign/light class-label asso­
ciation) of traffic light/signs, and predicting path trajectories of other moving objects 
across the junction. We evaluate the accuracy percentage as follows.
If <plsp represents the total number of correctly predicted labels (compared against 
ground-truth) by the SP module and (plg represents the total number of labels (rep­
resenting driver intentions and Highway Code-relevant junction entities), we compute 
the accuracy percentage for each complexity level as:
J
Acc% =  ^  x 100 (4.39)
Vlg
Due to sparsity in detector inputs, driver intention labelling is only carried out for three 
levels of the ECOM hierarchy. Fig. 4.16 shows the overall performance measure i.e., 
accuracy percentages for correctly identified scene entities (e.g., traffic light state, or 
sign type), or accuracy percentages for anticipatory driver intentions given the ground 
truth. Note that the accuracy percentage decreases gradually relative to increase in
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Accuracies at different complexity levels
Level
Figure 4.16: Scene entities and ECOM intentional-labelling accuracy measure at 3-levels of 
scene complexity. (Dotted) green line indicates random performance baselines.
scene complexity (especially in the case of deducing other moving object’s path traject­
ories using extremely sparse and erroneous detector inputs from low resolution visual 
data). Further to this at each level of complexity there will always be a certain degree 
of incorrect labelling (that accounts for the error) by the SP module due to the non­
availability of the relevant amount of contextual information to allow for correct logical 
deduction of junction scene entities.
In each of these individual scenarios, predicate confidences are thus adaptively modified 
online by the deductive fuzzy logic system on the basis of the overall spatial/temporal 
context implied by the other (past and present) detector predicate confidences. More 
over, the feedback supplied by the Symbolic Processing module is consistent with the 
feedback model assumed by the previous quantitative experiment. By isolating the two 
levels, we have thus demonstrated that the multiplicative weighting supplied by the SP 
module across the Jacobian interface is capable of improving the learning convergence 
rate in accordance with the theoretical predication of Section 4.5.
4 .6 .4  A  Top-dow n and B ottom -u p  A pproach to  D etec t P ed estr ian s
We also apply the SP module to a slightly different (more challenging) experimental 
framework than the ones discussed previously, where low-level detector inputs are not 
associated with any confidence functions. Instead they merely comprise bounding box
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information encompassing detected object (e.g., pedestrians). An increase in detec­
tion performance is observed rising a framework that combines (low-level) bottom-up 
detections with (SP-module) top-down constraints.
We combine a bottom-up (low-level) visual detector with the fuzzy first-order logic 
(FOL) reasoning framework ( ‘Symbolic Processing’ module discussed in 4.4) in order 
to detect pedestrians from a moving vehicle. Detections from the low-level visual corner 
based detector are fed into the logical reasoning framework as logical facts. A set of 
FOL clauses utilising fuzzy predicates with piecewise linear continuous membership 
functions associates a fuzzy confidence (a degree-of-truth) to each detector input. De­
tections associated with lower confidence functions are deemed as false positives and 
blanked out, thus adding top-down constraints based on global logical consistency of 
detections. We employ a state-of-the-art visual detector on a challenging pedestrian 
detection dataset, and demonstrate an increase in detection performance when used 
in a framework that combines bottom-up detections with (fuzzy FOL-based) top-down 
constraints.
Fuzzy R easoning M odule
A low-level pedestrian detector (based on the approach by [51]) processes individual 
frames in order to provide sparse feature predicates to fuzzy logic module comprising 
of coordinate positions of bounding boxes encompassing the detected pedestrians.
A set of FOL clauses (rules) within the SP module enables the system to explicitly as­
sign a degree-of-truth (fuzzy confidence) to the existence of a pedestrian read from the 
low-level visual detector, on the basis of global spatio-temporal based logical consistency 
via first-order logical resolution of grounded predicates. Two principle fuzzy predic­
ates with piecewise linear continuous membership functions are used (i.e., ped-mask/2 
and ped-det/2). Predicate ped^mask/2 fuzzifies the crisp predicates (i.e., detected 
pedestrian bounding boxes) with a membership confidence value relative to its co­
ordinate positions within the junction (checks for spatial consistency). Given that 
a = X \ — 9, {3 = X 2 + 9] the function is defined as (refer to Fig. 4.17):
K i(C ) = max I m in (4.40)
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Figure 4.17: Fuzzy predicate lpeEmask/2' associates a fuzzy confidence on the basis of spatial 
consistency.
The parameter C  is the (horizontal axis) coordinate of the (centroid) detected ped­
estrian bounding box, X \ , X 2 are the coordinates of the pedestrian-crossing region 
(calculated from the Euclidean distance of the vehicle from junction centre), 9 is equal 
to the length of the detected pedestrian bounding box. Given the Cartesian coordinates 
(DGPS); (j)x ,(t)y of the junction centre, and the vehicle; 7 æ,7 y, the Euclidean distance 
A(0 ,7 ) is given as:
a (<^7) = bx)2 + (7 % -  (t>y)2 (4.41)
we find the pedestrian region coordinates X i , X 2 per-frame as follows:
* 1  =  * ; -  (^<4-42)
X 2 = X'2 + (4.43)
X [ , X 2 are the coordinates from previous frame, and 77 is a scaling factor. The predicate 
ped-det/2 associates a fuzzy confidence to the current detection on the basis of temporal 
consistency. Given that Ct is the centroid of the detected pedestrian in the current 
frame, and C t-i represents previous detections, and ip = |  + T; the function is defined 
as (refer to Fig. 4.18):
/<2 (C,,Ct_,) =  m ax  (m in ( l / ^  A(^ ’C't- l) )  , o) (4.44)
where the parameter = ||Q — C t-i ||, and T is a fuzzy parameter in the
range: {0,20,40, ...,240}, with the performance measure discussed in Section 4.6.4.
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Figure 4.18: Fuzzy predicate lpeFdet/2 '  associates a fuzzy confidence on the basis of temporal 
consistency.
Each of the fuzzy predicates, ped-mask/2 and ped-det/2 assigns a membership con­
fidence (e.g., Vi and V2 respectively) to the detected pedestrian on the basis of its 
spatio-temporal based logical consistency. A fuzzy rule using the aggregation operator 
‘Product T-norm’ (i.e., Tprod{Vi,V2 ) = Pi • V2) aggregates the membership functions of 
each of the two fuzzy predicates. We use the predicate ped-truth(C,V)^ to obtain the 
truth value V  G  [0,1] of the detected pedestrian C, via the fuzzy rule:
pedestrian-truth(C , V) Tprod
ped-mask{C, Pi),
ped-det(C, V2 ). (4.45)
Additional a priori  hierarchical logical predicates are asserted as ground facts, with 
fuzzy confidence 1, (e.g., ( a , t - j u n c t i o n ( D l , l ) ) / se e n -Ped - x in g ( D ‘2 , l ) )  etc.,) along with 
FOL clauses derived from Highway Code rules. Thus a complete first-order recursive 
clause structure is implicit within the fuzzy logic deductive module that performs full 
first-order logical resolution. A selection criterion is applied to the final set of detections 
associated with fuzzy confidences such that those with confidence (i.e., P > 0.5) are 
asserted as true detections, while others are blanked out.
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Figure 4.20: Convex hull of the complete set of computed (Fuzzy FOL reasoning) ROC curves 
(over the whole set of detector thresholds).
E xperim en tal R esu lts
Wo applied our framework to a dataset recorded from a sensor-equipped vehicle driven 
across a cross-junction comprising a single pedestrian. The dataset comprises external 
video scene recorded via three cameras (180° panoramic view), and (20 Hz) DGPS 
coordinates of the experimental vehicle. It comprises a subset of the original dataset, 
with 14 junction navigation scenarios, constituting a total of 921 frames (per frame 
image size of 244 x 900, at 15 fps sampling).
System performance is evaluated for different detector thresholds and fuzzy parameter 
T values (i.e., {0,2,4,..., 20} and (0,20,40,..., 240} respectively). A single frame evalu­
ation (against ground-truth data) is performed on the final list of the deduced detections 
using the PASCAL  measure, (i.e., the area of overlap must exceed 50%). The logic sys­
tem tends to maintain a lower miss rate via logic-based consistency check, and blanking 
out redundant false positives as detected by the visual detector. Fig. 4.19 shows the 
ROC curves for individual detector thresholds (0 to 16). We observe that performing 
high level fuzzy reasoning over low-level detections improves the individual pedestrian 
detector performance at lower false positives per image. To measure the performance 
for the complete set of detector thresholds, we compute the convex hull of the whole 
set of possible ROC curves (refer to Fig. 4.20), and a significant increase in perform-
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Figure 4.21: Pedestrian detection without (a) and with (b) top-down (fuzzy first-order logic 
based) constraints.
ance is observed, though top-down feedback does not add much to performance at very 
high numbers of false positives per image. Fig. 4.21 illustrates outputs of the system 
without (Fig. 4.21a) and with top-down constraints (Fig. 4.21b).
The use of FOL theorem proving in the symbolic processing module allows explicit 
reasoning about the existence of detected pedestrians using very sparse spatial and 
temporal information in the form of feature predicates from the detector. The system 
blanks out logically inconsistent detections by setting fuzzy constraints on low-level 
detector inputs. Quantitative experimental analysis here illustrate an improvement 
in performance of the system in the presence of a top-down fuzzy reasoning module. 
Thus top-down constraints on bottom-up low-level detections can prove to be useful in 
a number of different applications.
4.7 C onclusions
In this chapter we described a very general learning framework for online learning in 
cognitive systems, in which perception-action mapping is carried-out within a symbolic 
processing context, thereby enabling complex, top-down contextual reasoning to influ­
ence the accumulation of low-level competencies. This was achieved by implementing
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the multi-layer PACE within an Euler-Lagrange framework, and demonstrated that 
such a system can incorporate first-order logical theorem proving via a Jacobian inter­
face between levels of the subsumptive P-A hierarchy. Most importantly, the multiplic­
ative separability of the Jacobian depends on the use of a fuzzy variant of first-order 
logical theorem proving.
It was demonstrated experimentally in the context of an intelligent driver assistance 
system that the resulting framework achieves significantly greater performance than 
perception-action learning alone, as well as permitting novel forms of context-dependant 
P-A mapping. We have thus achieved online integration of symbolic and sub-symbolic 
processing in combined Perception-Action learning. In practical applications this com­
posite system may be employed to address the classical issues of entity resolution and 
semantic/ appearance label association, where strong deductive contextual constraints 
exist. We also note that domain rules need not be specified a priori] fuzzy rule dis­
covery is also possible [89]. It can thus be employed in open-ended domains, where no 
a priori knowledge of the domain rules is available, requiring the use of rule induction 
to link Perceptions to Actions (which could proceed along the lines of [141]). Further 
to this, quantitative experimental analysis in the case of the pedestrian detection ex­
periments illustrated improvement in performance in the presence of a top-down fuzzy 
reasoning module. Our method can thus be applied in almost any domain of embod­
ied autonomous cognition for perception-action learning. It can also be used to model 
human intentional activity in protocol driven environment. We finally note that the 
presence of a deductive component within a system that naturally grounds symbols 
within a perception-action hierarchy means that the current system fulfils Slomans 
criterion of a symbol tethering system [133].
Chapter
Summary and Future Work
5.1 T hesis Sum m ary
This thesis investigated the Perception-Action (P-A) approach towards modelling hu­
man intentional behaviour specifically aimed towards the goal of designing an artificial 
cognitive driver assistance system. The research work carried towards this goal is 
based on the premise that modelling human behaviour is possible using a psychological 
perception-action model i.e., Extended Control Model. We experimentally demon­
strated (both in an offline and online perspective) novel methodologies based on gen­
erative and discriminative machine learning techniques useful for the design of an ad­
aptive system capable of describing driver’s intentional behaviour using the proposed 
P-A model.
We commenced our discussion in Chapter 1 with an introduction to this thesis, compris­
ing motivation of this research work (research benefits), problem statement, related task 
complexities and the contributions. The main objective of this thesis was to present 
state-of-the-art analysis and techniques for efficient modelling of human intentional 
behaviour via P-A mapping learning, both in offline and online scenarios within the 
context of a driver assistance system. The chapter concluded with a short discussion 
comprising a hierarchical breakdown of the principle methodological contributions.
In Chapter 2, we presented a detailed literature survey covering key concepts underpin­
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ning the (hierarchical) P-A modelling, as well as, machine learning techniques deemed 
relevant to our research problem. This gave us baseline knowledge to carry out a fo­
cused analysis of our driver assistance learning problem and motivating our subsequent 
research problem. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we presented our principle methodolo­
gical contributions comprising the proposed solutions (with practical applications) to 
our research problem in offline and online scenarios.
We started with an introduction to the concept of Perception-Action based cognitive 
system modelling of human intentions in Chapter 3. We sought to explore various super­
vised machine learning techniques that can appropriately detect subsumptive (human) 
intentional states across junction navigation scenarios, potentially applicable in cognit­
ive driver assistance systems. In doing so, we utilized a psychological P-A model; the 
Extended Control Model, that describes the parallel mapping between task-subsumption 
and scene-representation implicit within human (drivers) behaviour. Our experimental 
domain used a dataset that comprises feature inputs from an instrumented car travers­
ing cross-junctions. These feature inputs have hierarchical perceptual descriptors (i.e., 
roof-top cameras recording external junction scene), and sensory control (driver’s ac­
tions) descriptors (i.e., steering, braking, and signalling), directly overlapping the P-A 
based ECOM intentional states.
We evaluated three principle rule-based supervised machine learning techniques (against 
each other) for characterising ECOM-based hierarchical human (driver) intentions be­
cause of the Highway Code-based nature of our problem domain. These included 
(Prolog-based) first-order resolution theorem proving, Markov Logic Networks and de­
cision tree learning. We also proposed a novel combination (an ensemble) of generative 
and discriminative first-order logic and decision tree learning techniques respectively, 
and experimentally proved it to be better in terms of intentional classification accuracy 
as compared to aforementioned individual techniques. The advantage of an ensemble 
system is its ability to address erroneous or noisy feature inputs.
Finally in order to complete the full bottom-up and top-down ‘bootstrap’ modelling 
of the world we proposed a proof-of-concept system that checked for consistency and 
provided usable top-down constraints on the feature-detectors under simulated fail­
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ure conditions. The proposed system adaptively determined the reliability of detector 
inputs in an offline context, and had the capability of bottom-up inference of driver 
intentional states, with top-down feedback of global contextual information.
In Chapter 4 we extended the perception-action (P-A) learning approach to cognitive 
system building (as proposed, and experimentally demonstrated in Chapter 3 in an off­
line scenario) to an online learning framework for cognitive systems within a symbolic 
processing context. We demonstrated a novel approach towards online P-A mapping 
learning by top-down modulation of low-level perceptual confidences (previously con­
sidered as binary predicates being either True or False, exhibiting the sporadic nature 
of real-time detector inputs) via partial derivatives, i.e., Jacobian of the higher levels 
of the subsumptive P-A hierarchy. The use of variational calculus approach to define a 
suitable objective function allowed the P-A mapping to be treated as an online problem 
via gradient descent using the Euler-Lagrange Equation. The separation of the Jac­
obian as a multiplying factor between levels within the objective function enabled the 
integration of abstract symbolic manipulation in the form of fuzzy deductive logic (fuzzy 
logical resolution) into the P-A hierarchy. The proposed learning structure was demon­
strated to exhibit the ability to perform online symbolic/ sub-symbolic integration via 
adaptive top-down/bottom-up interfacing.
We carried extensive qualitative and quantitative evaluations of this framework within 
the context of a cognitive driving system, where the system demonstrated online learn­
ing capability. Quantitative evaluations against learning without the top-down control 
demonstrated that the presence of the logic level gave rise to a significant reduction 
in the convergence time in the test application domain. The evaluation of the frame­
work carried out for scene labelling and ECOM-based driver intention labelling showed 
good performance at different levels of the scene-complexity hierarchy. Qualitative 
assessment in terms of the ability to carry-out online symbol grounding (e.g., traffic 
light/sign-type class-label association, junction (car) objects clustering, driver’s beha­
vioural consistency checking) was demonstrated in the context of a driver assistance 
system. These experimental observation proved our proposed structure for online integ­
ration of symbolic and sub-symbolic processing in combined Perception-Action learning.
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5.2 Future W ork
To this end, we have proposed and experimentally demonstrated the use of Perception- 
Action (P-A) approach as an effective modelling technique for human intentions, within 
the context of vehicular driving. In order to achieve the goal of characterising human 
driver intentions at different levels of the P-A hierarchy (in Chapter 3), the current 
size of the experimental dataset is limited by data-quality constraints, as well as the 
requirement for dense annotation of 594 ECOM-based sensory features and intentional 
states per frame. In order to expand this model for practical implementation in future 
driver assistance systems, the proof-of-concept evaluations will need to be expanded to 
larger datasets comprising multiple drivers, and additional junctions types (e.g., round­
abouts) with human annotation fully replaced by software-based auto-annotation. As 
such replacing the a-priori logic based Prolog (deductive logic resolution) with PRO- 
GOL (inductive logic resolution) would potentially allow novel rules describing driver 
intentions to be induced from specific driver behaviours at different levels of the P-A 
hierarchy, enabling the system to consider individual variations in a drivers intentional 
behaviour. The system can be extended towards characterising pedestrian intentions 
or drivers in other car objects at the junctions.
The current SP module (top layer of the hierarchical P-A framework in the online 
learning scenario) is limited with speed and processing constraints to % 2 fps. Imple­
menting the proposed SP layer in a different platform (i.e., a compiler incorporating 
Fuzzy FOL reasoning) might help improve the rate of processing. Further to this an 
the two-layered hierarchical P-A framework can be extended to additional layers of 
abstraction (e.g., 3, 4 or 5 levels) which can lead to relatively faster convergence and 
better performance.
More generally, the advantage of using the P-A approach is that redundant environ­
mental description is eliminated at each level of the subsumptive hierarchy of intention, 
therefore reducing the contextual complexity involved with environmental representa­
tion. Presuming this to be a generic principle, future applications of P-A based cog­
nitive modelling can potentially cover a wide variety of scientific applications, such as, 
prosthetics, industrial robots, identifying pedestrians for traffic safety, planetary ex-
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ploration robots, robotic surgical tools, airline autopilot systems, robots for hazardous 
environments, military applications, domestic-use robots, and railway systems.
Appendices
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Appendix
Experimental Datasets
We have used two different test/training datasets for experimental evaluation in this 
thesis. Each dataset comprises various junction navigation scenarios by a number of 
different driver’s. Recorded datasets comprises sequential images of external junction 
scene, driver’s control (i.e., braking, steering etc.,), car GPS position, and LIDAR 
coordinates delineating junction outline.
A .l  Offline Evaluation D ataset 
A . 1.1 P ro ject T itle
The original dataset used for the offline evaluation was made available under the 
European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant 
agreements no. 215078 (project entitled DIPLECS). DIPLECS stands for Dynamic 
Interactive Perception-action LEarning in Cognitive Systems.
A .1.2 D a ta se t R ecord in g /A v a ila b ility
Complete dataset was recorded (and provided) by Autoliv Development AB, Sweden, 
(a constituent member of the DIPLECS consortium), using an instrumented vehicle.
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A . 1.3 D a ta se t S ta ts
Contextual labels regarding the recorded dataset are as follows:
Total count: 158,668 frames.
Location: Stockholm, Sweden.
E nvironm enta l location: Dataset comprises a total of 47,923 frames of non- 
urban environment, 82,424 frames of inner-urban, and 28,424 frames of outer- 
urban environmental locations.
Ju n c tio n  types: A total of 2,007 frames comprising roundabouts, 17,366 frames 
of crossroads, 7,895 frames comprising T-junctions, and 29,865 frames comprising 
pedestrian crossings.
R oad  a ttr ib u te s : 31,269 frames comprising single-lanes, 86,879 frames compris­
ing double-lanes, and 38,880 frames comprising motorways.
Ju n c tio n  a ttr ib u te s : 21,799 frames comprising traffic-lights, 6,462 frames com­
prising road-markers, and 3,387 frames comprising traffic-road signs.
Low-level feature labels associated with each frame of data (in the original dataset):
Im age fram es: Three roof-mounted cameras with a 180 degree field of view for 
capturing the environment and traffic dynamics.
LID A R: Light Detection And Ranging with 20 Hz sweep for recording approx­
imate delineation of junction outline.
D G PS: Differential GPS (20 Hz) used for recording positional coordinates of 
experimental vehicle.
Eye-gaze tracking: A non-intrusive four camera eye tracking system for con­
tinuous recording of driver’s gaze angle, head rotation of ±110°, and head position 
with millimetre precision.
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A . 1.4 A ctiv e  D a ta se t
We used a subset of the original driving data in the current thesis. It consists of six 
micro-annotated cross-road traversing scenarios, with two cases each of left-turning, 
right-turning, and straight-over driving scenarios. Per-frame ground tru th  annotation 
of this dataset constitutes 594 features per frame. A succinct description of the features 
is given below:
Hierarchical (current +  temporal) binary features describing driver gaze at spe­
cific regions within the junction (e.g., has_seen_leftroad, observe.inbound.lane 
etc.,): 166 features
Hierarchical (current +  temporal) binary features describing driver gaze at sali­
ent objects within the junction (e.g., observe.trafJight, has_seen_car_in_left_road 
etc.,): 196 features
Hierarchical (current +  temporal) binary features describing experimental car 
position, orientation and direction (e.g., movingJeftwards, was.atmeutral.area 
etc.,): 202 features
Hierarchical (current +  temporal) binary features describing traffic light states 
(e.g., trafficJight-green, traffic.light.red etc.,): 8 features
Hierarchical (current) binary features describing experimental car control, GPS 
position, LIDAR, time, control inputs, and driver gaze (e.g., gazeX, gazeY, steer­
ing Jeft, braking etc.,): 22 features
A .2 Online In-Situ  System  Evaluation D ataset
A different dataset was used for test/training of the final online in-situ system com­
prising the Symbolic Processing layer on top the lower-level feature detectors. We have 
already discussed this in Section 4. For the system performance evaluation, differ­
ent junction navigation scenarios were collected using the same Autoliv instrumented 
vehicle as for the offline evaluation dataset (refer to Section A.1.2).
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A .2.1 D a ta se t R ecord in g /A v a ila b ility
Dataset collection and system tests were performed at Autoliv Development AB test 
site ’Carson City’.
A .2.2 D a ta se t S ta ts
Contextual labels regarding the recorded dataset are as follows:
Ju n c tio n  scenarios: Total recorded driving sequences comprises 198 junction 
navigation scenarios, with multiple runs across the same simulated test-junction.
Location: The test/training dataset location comprised a specialist test track 
(i.e., a test crossroad) called Carson City. The test track is used for testing active 
safety systems intended for mitigating road traffic accidents. The test site has a 
layout that closely resembles a cross-road junction (as shown in Fig. A.l).
Ju n c tio n  types: Single simulated crossroad junction.
R oad  a ttr ib u te s : Single lane (total of four (inbound/outbound) roads).
Ju n c tio n  a ttr ib u te s : The junction recording comprised the following road-sign 
types: give-way, stop, and pedestrian crossing. In addition scenarios comprising 
green/red traffic-light states were also recorded.
In addition to the low-level features discussed in Section A. 1.3, the online evaluation 
dataset comprises detector inputs for a number of key junction entities. These are as 
follows:
Traffic s igns/ligh t-s ta tes : State-of-art detector inputs for traffic light states 
and traffic signs.
Ju n c tio n  en tities: Detector inputs for junction approach, other junction moving 
object (e.g., cars), and pedestrians.
Trackers: Each detector has tracking information associated with it.
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F ig u re  A .l :  Overview of Carson City experimental crossroad junction.
Traffic signs
Traffic lights
F ig u re  A .2: Various junction visual entities at Carson City test junction during dataset 
recording for system training and testing scenarios.
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Sensor fusion: Fuse data and create predicates for the symbolic processing layer.
The online evaluation dataset has been split into different test/training scenarios, in 
order to evaluate the in-situ system learning performance at different levels of the 
complexity hierarchy (refer to Section 4.6). Each scenario consists of multiple runs 
across individual traffic-signs (i.e., stop, give-way and pedestrian-crossing) and traffic- 
lights (i.e., green and red states). The dataset consists of 177 scenarios comprising 
positive behaviour by the driver (of the experimental car) at various traffic signs and 
light-states, where as 21 scenarios comprise negative (i.e., wrong) behaviour by the 
driver. This provides a super-set of almost every possible junction navigation example 
sufficient for evaluating performance of the system with respect to variation in driver’s 
behaviour.
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